


INTRODUCTION

SVA BRACKETS

These brackets are
fitted onto the top
seat belt mounting
point, above your
shoulder. They are'
handed and require
the fitment of two
M8x30 bolts,washers

, and nuts.

These replace the existing items
supplied in the kit. Note: the fixing
screw is fitted in the opposite direction
to the old type bracket and 60 secu.ring ,
nut is required .

• .: .. '.' ...

As the Quantum has now been assessed for the SVA test, we are now
required to fit some new/modified brackets to the Quantum 2+2.

Below you will find a drawing of the brackets and the exact position
where they have to be fitted.

Overcentre catch hooks and plates

Front seat belt anchorage points
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The donor vehicle

1

The kitlbodyshell has been designed to utilize as many parts as possible
from a Ford Fiesta Mk2 (1983-1989) thus providing a vehicle with
reliability, low running costs and production car quality.

ii Parts supply

Your donor has probably suffered some damage or has some parts
mlssmg.

INTRODUCTION

Quantum Sports Cars can supply new and second hand parts for the
Fiesta Mk2. We obtain most of our new parts direct from Ford as
Original Equipment and thus we are able to under cut Ford retail prices
by a significant amount.

An ideal donor would be an accident damaged Fiesta, which has
sustained panel damage leaving the interior trim and mechanical
components intact., You should be able to find one from a local salvage
yard, alternatively Quantum Sports Cars maintain a stock of donor
vehicles.

It is highly recommended that you fit a roll over bar to your Quantum
2-seater, because it will protect the front seat passengers if the vehic1e
rolls over and prevent rear seat passengers striking the edges of the
door glass in an accident.

ChaRter 1

The Quantum 2-seater is a 2-door open top sports car. The bodyshell
has large steel box section sills to prevent scuttle shake and provide
body stiffness. The engine and front suspension are mounted to a frame
which is bolted to the bulkhead of the vehicle. This frame varies in
design acc6rdingto the engine being used. The bodyshell is very strong
and due to its construction provides excellent accident protection.

It should take between 150 -200 hours to assemble your Quantum,
assuming the mechanics have already been reconditioned.· Do not
make the mistake of setting yourself an unrealistic deadline. If you work
at your own pace with no time restraint, you will enjoy the assembly
much more and are less likely to make mistakes.
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When you otder your kit we will send you our current parts price list. We
would also be pleased to'quote for items not on our price list.

iii Safety

This manual is designed to assist you in building your Quantum Sports
Car.

However, the ultimate safety of your car will depend upon the quality of
your workmanship.

If you are in any doubt about the safety of any component, do not take
any risks. Replace it with new.

Meticulously ensure all nuts and bolts are tight, and where specific
torque settings are specified, ensure they are applied.

Make sure there is no chaffing on brake and fuel lines.

iv Other

If you have any questions or problems please ring us and we will do our
best to help you. If a part of the build manual is unclear we would like to
know so that it can be changed for future customers.

Quantum Sports Cars (I ,.DDam to 5.DDpm Weekdays) - D1Slt8 SSe l>bo

Part Sales

Technical Information

Sales

2
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If you are creating a lot of dust when working with the fibreglass use an
old vacuum cleaner to keep the dus.t level to a minimum.

When working on the car it is a good idea to keep all the tools currently
in use in a tray by your side. This saves much time spent looking for
tools.

When filing or sawing, work from the gelcoat side to avoid chipping it.
On the cutting stroke the tool moves towards the gelcoat surface and on
the return stroke only use light pressure on the tool.

GENERAL NOTES

Tools

ii Working with fibreglass

Metalwork tools should be used to drill, file or cut fibreglass.
Woodworking tools would quickly become blunt.

When drilling fibreglass, drill from the gelcoat side to prevent chipping
the gelcoat. Use a slightly blunt drill and start drilling the hole with very
light pressure using a slow drill speed setting. This will prevent the
gelcoat being chipped. To accurately position a large hole, drill a small
pilot hole first to guide the large drill.

To strip a donor car and assemble a Quantum you will need a sta'ndard
set of garage tools:- metric spanners, socket set, screwdrivers, pliers,
hammer, drill, Allen keys, hacksaw, a pair of car jacks, safe axle stands,
flat file, round file, pop riveter, electrical wire strippers, electrical wire
crimpers, soldering iron, electric jigsaw, etc.

Chapter 2
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BOLTS

Autoseal 130: Used for bonding. i.e. electric door mirrors

Bostik 2639: Used for sealing brackets and bulkhead bolts, etc.

25138

Windscreen sealant: Used for sealing where the item being sealed may
need to be removed later. This sealant does not completely set.

iii Types of sealant

There are three types of sealant used on the Quantum as follows:_-

-- ! I10 17 30 !
12 19 ~

~
I .,

Rear axle nuts I 24 ~I
I

Front hub nuts 30
----l

L II
. - = -~=,=-~--=~--~=--~~,

- --

I Washer diameter ~

Bolt diameter (mm) Spanner size (mm)
i

I
~

(mm) ~
5 8 20

ii
i II

I,
\

I
I:

I 6 10 20 !~
I-------------

The table below shows the bolt diameters used on Fiesta's with the
corresponding spanner size. The table also shows the size of washer
required to spread the load when bolting through fibreglass on the
Quantum.
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5

iii Seats

ii Seat belts

v Transmission

DONOR ASSESSMENT

Visually examine the gearbox for oil leaks. A droning/whirring sound
indicates that the gearbox is worn. If the gears crunch on selection the
synchromesh is wearing out.

Visually examine the engine for oil leaks. Start the engine. If the
exhaust emits a short burst of blue smoke when starting this indicates
that the valve stem oil seals need replacing. Check the compression of
the engine, this will give you a good indication of its condition. An
experienced ear will be able to tell you if any reconditioning should be
undertaken.

Wiring circuits

Check that the front seat tilt catches securely hold the seat back in
position. Check the rear seat back catches also work.

iv Engine

Check the operation of the front/rear seat belts and check there are no
cuts/damage to the webbing. If you are in any doubt about their
condition, you will need to replace them.

Check the operation of all the electrical components.

Before you begin to strip your donor vehicle, it is worthwhile to carry out
a few simple checks. This will help you to decide which parts are faulty
and require reconditioning or replacement before you fit them to your
Quantum. If your donor is badly damaged you may not be able to check
everything.

Chapter 3
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vi Driveshafts

Check the driveshaft CV joints. If the CV joints are worn they will make
a knocking noise especially when accelerating under full steering lock.
Normally the outer CV joints wear out first, but the inner CV's are more
susceptible to accident damage.

vii Wheel bearings

Jack up each wheel in turn. Feel for play in the bearings and rotate the
wheel and listen for excessive noise.

viii Suspension

Push down hard on each corner of the car to check the suspension
dampers, the donor should return to its normal ride height without
bouncing up & down on the springs. Check that the dampers are ':lot
leaking oil past their seals. Check there is no play in the track rod end
ball joints.

ix Brakes

Visually check the condition of the master cylinder/servo unit. Check the
condition of the servo vacuum pipe.
Check feel of the brake pedal, if it feels "spongy" the master cylinder
may need replacing.
Apply pressure to the brake pedal and start the engine, the pedal should
move as the servo is now providing assistance. Remove your foot from
the pedal and leave the engine running for a minute, then turn it off.
After approximately 5 minutes press the brake pedal again, it should still
have servo assistance for 2-3 presses of the pedal.

6
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STRIPPING YOUR DONOR

METHOD

Haynes automotive manual.

1

STRIPPING THE DONOR

Follow the instructions in the Haynes manual on how to remove parts.
Keep all nuts and bolts and leave them attached to the component they
were fitted to, this will help you when you come to re-assemble them.

Get some cardboard boxes, small plastic bags, etc. to store your donor
parts in. Label these as you strip the donor to remind you where the
parts came from.

PARTS REQUIRED

A comprehensive set of automotive tools are required; Le. metric
spanners, socket set, screwdrivers, pliers, axle stands, a strong jack, etc.·

PREPARATION

TOOLS REQUIRED

Bodyshell, panels, spoilers, bumpers, grille, parcel shelf and side.
supporting pieces, brake and fuel lines, carpet, rear screen, rear 1/4 light
windows, sunroof.

You will need a Haynes Automotive Manual to compliment this section of
the build manual.

OPERATION

Chapter 4

If your donor did not come with a registration document apply for one .
immediately using a V62 form available from the Post Office.

\.

Almost all the parts from your Fiesta donor will be needed with the
exception of the following:-
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We have found the the best order to strip the donor is as follows :-

1. Remove windscreen, rear screen, rear 1/4 light glass and store the
windscreen in a safe place.

2. Remove steering wheel, column cowl, column switches, dashboard
cowls, dashboard and centre console.

\ ,...... .~~~ oM(···

\\
--r---...,,--"'Jj

3. Remove sun visors, clock, courtesy light, clock/courtesy light wiring
loom, front + rear seats, rear seat hinges + catch brackets, rear side trim
panels, front + rear seat belts, hand brake lever. You will need to
remove the headlining now if you are not using padded vinyl to cover
your windscreen surround.

4. Door interior trim panels, inner door handle support brackets, inner
door release handle, outer door handle, door lock + securing c1ip,.door
catch mechanism, all seals and 'H' section, etc.

Note:- Do not forget to remove the door catch pins and the
threaded plate which the pins screw into.

5. Remove the rear lights, rear washer tubing, tailgate catch pin and
tailgate side support rubbers.

6. Remove the rear wiper arm, rear wiper motor, boot lock and boot
catch mechanism.

7. Working from the rear of the donor disconnect all wiring connections
and feed the wiring loom forwards into the driver's footwell.

8. Remove the bonnet, battery, washer bottle, ignition coil and bonnet
catch plate, bonnet catch panel.

8
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12. Raise the front of the vehicle and remove the front wheels, lower
suspension tie bar brackets, tie bars, track control arms.

11. Disconnect fuel pipe connections to the fuel pump and carburetor.
Disconnect and remove the servo pipe.

1

14. Disconnect the exhaust
system from the exhaust
down pipe and detach the
gear change remote from
the gearbox.

13. Disconnect the track rod ends from the front hubs, disconnect the
front brake hoses, remove the front suspension legs, suspension top
rubber bushes and support the hubs with some wire.

10. Drain the cooling system, remove expansion tank,
disconnect/remove all cooling system hoses, remove radiator fan and
radiator.

9. Remove the air cleaner housing, disconnect the throttle cable, choke
cable, clutch cable, speedo cable, all wiring connections to the
engine/gearbox, engine earth cable.
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15. Drain the oil from the engine.

Note:- Oil will be lost when you carry out the following operation so
have a container ready to catch it in.

16. To detach the driveshafts from the gearbox, use a blunt chisel and
hammer to tap the long driveshaft inner CV joint away from the gearbox.
Then lever on the top and bottom of the short driveshaft inner CV joint to
release it. Thread some wire through the differential on the the gearbox
to stop the gears dropping out of place.

17. Support the weight of the engine/gearbox assembly and unbolt the
gearbox cradle bolts and top engine mount nut + bolt. Lower the
engine/gearbox onto the ground, then lift and support the front of the
donor vehicle to allow you to drag the engine/gearbox from underneath.

18. Lower the donor. Disconnect and remove the throttle cable, choke
cable, clutch cable, bonnet release cable. Remove all the steering
components and brackets.

19. Disconnect the remaining wiring connections in the engine bay and
feed the engine bay wiring loom into the car through the bulkhead
grommet. Remove the wiring loom from the donor.

20. Remove the pedal box, throttle pedal, servo + master cylinder
assembly, servo brackets and brake transfer bar.

21. Remove the front wiper motor and wiper linkages. Remove the horn.
Remove any remaining parts from inside the engine bay and interior of
the donor.

22. Loosen the rear shock absorber top mounting nuts and siphon as
much fuel as possible from the petrol tank.

23. Roll the donor onto its driver's side. Remove the rear axle
assembly, hand brake cable, gearchange remote,'G' valve, petrol tank,
petrol filler pipe and rubber gasket.

10



If you are fitting a rear anti roll bar throw the old clamps away as new
ones are supplied in the kit.

,

Type B
Type A

PARTS

iii Rear anti roll bar 'U' clamps

iv Parts recommendations

The standard flexible brake hoses at the wheels expand giving
increased brake pedal travel. It is best to replace these with steel
braided hoses such as the Goodridge ones. The old ones must be

11

The rear springs should be replaced with the longer/softer type which
can be supplied by our stores.

Brake transfer bar

The white clutch pedal ratchet and pawl should be replaced with a black
type one.

Change the rear wheel cylinders to
the correct size, new ones are
supplied in the kit.

Chapter 5

Please let Quantum know which .
type of master cylinder is fitted to
your donor, to allow the correct
brake pipes to be supplied.

ii Brakes

MODIFIED/EXCHANGED BY QUANTUM

This requires modification to
compensate for the increase
in bulkhead thickness on the
Quantum. Bring for exchange.
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changed if they are cracked or chafed and the Goodridge hoses cost
about the same as standard replacements.

Replace the front springs with new as the donor items have probably
covered a high mileage

If you have an early type gear change remote that bolted to the floorpan,
we would recommend that you change this to a later type one which
bolts directly to the centre tunnel as
this fits better on the Quantum.

, ,\.
, ~;~

. \~,.,,\,
\'i\ . ~

Early type gear remote mounted to
floorpan

v Replacement parts

Make up a detailed list of all the parts requiring replacement. Compare
this list against our price list. If you use our stores you will find that :-

Our prices our extremely competitive. If you can find parts cheaper
elsewhere - please tell us.

You are sure to receive the correct replacement part, which may not
necessarily be a direct replacement. .

You will eliminate the time consuming and often frustrating business of
hunting around for parts.

12
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Chapter'6 RECONDITIONING DONOR PARTS

SUSPENSION
Rear axle

1

Replace the wheel cylinders with the ones supplied
in the kit. Fit the Fiesta handbrake cable. Make sure the adjuster is
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Before carrying out
any reconditioning
work on the rear axle,
check that it has not
been bent or
damaged in any way.
To do this refit a pair
of wheels and check
that the wheel
bearings do not have
excess play. With the
axle held in its correct
orientation, measure ,
the distance between
the wheels on the rim
edge at four positions
around the wheels.
The distances should
be not differ by more
than 3 - 4mm.

The rear spring mounting domes are prone to
corrosion. The metal domes can be cut off the axle
tube and new replacement domes welded into
position. Remove all the parts from the rear axle
tube except for the backplates. Clean the
axle/backplates and paint them with black
smoothrite. Inspect and replace any parts on the
axle which are not serviceable, i.e; brake shoes,
brake drums, wheel bearings, rear shocks, trailing
link arms, panhard rod, rear anti roll bar. Lubricate
all the handbrake levers'and self adjusters with
Copaslip and ensure they operate freely.

13



Refit the new/reconditioned
parts back on the the rear
axle. Don't forget to fit the
new brake pipes supplied in
the kit.

fitted to the nearside brake
drum.(The fitment of the
handbrake cable should be
done later if you are using our
towing device to collect your
kit).

14
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Clean off the 'G' valve
and modify the mounting
bracket by cutting off the
original mounting legs
and drilling four M4 holes

iv Brakes

Examine the front brake discs, check that they do not
have cracks, deep grooves and excessive corrosion on
the surface. The disc must be no less than 8.7mm thick
across the whole surface for solid discs and 18.5mm
thick for vented discs. Replace the front brake pads if
they are low. Check the brake calipers for signs of brake fluid leakage,
replace the caliper if evident. Un~bolt the brake master cylinder from the
servo unit. Examine the servo to see if any brake fluid is inside. If there
is, the master cylinder seals need replacing or a new master cylinder
fitted.

Replace any joint that was found to be faulty when
assessing your donor. Check the condition of the CV
rubber boots, replace if any signs of cracking or splits
are evident. Clean and paint the driveshafts.

iii Driveshafts

You should have already tested the struts when
assessing your donor, but you should also examine
them for signs of oil leakage past their seals. If the
suspension legs are faulty we recommend that you
replace the original units with gas shocks as they give
better braking, superior handling and last longer.
Examine all the rubber components of the front
suspension legs for fatigue (especially the bump stop
rubbers/gaiters).

Strip the lower suspension components and examine all
the rubber bushes and ball joints for wear. Check that
the tie bars are not bent.

ii Front suspension
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Tum plastic grommet upside
down to create more clearance·

I
M

W
I

~

3
3

Unbolt the the engine from the gearbox, remove the clutch pressure
plate, clutch drive plate and release bearing (remove the flywheel if
necessary so you can change the rear main oil seal). Examine the
pressure plate spring fingers and the drive plate for wear. Refit the
release bearing using Copaslip on the release arm bushes and the
gearbox release bearing sleeve to ensure smooth clutch operation. Refit

Make a list of any seals and gaskets which are leaking oil. Clean the
engine/gearbox using an engine degreasant.

vi Engine/gearbox

Remove the clutch pedal and fit the black coloured ratchet and pawl.
Modify the clutch pedal stop, shorten it by 3-4mm and deepen the cut
out so that the ratchet works correctly. Fit the brake light switch
grommet the other way around as shown. Refit the clutch pedal to the
pedal box.

v Pedal box

in the back of the bracket so you can pop rivet it to the Quantum
bodyshell.
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the the clutch parts back on the flywheel ensuring that the drive plate is

aligned properly.

Remove the engine mounting cradle from the gearbox and check the
condition of the rubber mountings. Refit the engine cradle.

Replace any seals/gaskets on the engine which were leaking. Replace
the camshaft drive belt now as it is more difficult to do on the vehicle.

Refit the gearbox to the engine. Bolt all the ancillaries on the engine, Le.
starter motor, alternator, distributor, carburettor, etc.

17
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apter 7 gUANTUM SPECIFICATIONS .-

E

technical data which is not shown here can be found in your Haynes
ual.

imensions

Overall Length 3860mm
erall Width (excl. door mirrors) 1590mm

WheelBase 2260mm
Height (unladen) 1280mm
Front Headroom 990mm

oot size (rear seat up/folded) Acu.m.
Maximum carrying capacity 400kg
aximum tow bar nose weight . 70kg

Maximum towing weight 820kg
yre pressures

ROL ENGINED MODELS

Front Rear

laden 26psi 23psi
-.

en 28psi 26psi

EL ENGINED MODELS

Front Rear

laden 28psi 23psi

en 30psi 26psi

racking

has to be set as parallel; i.e. zero degrees
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iv Tightening torques

These are torques setting relating directly to the Quantum bodyshell.
Any torque setting not found here can also be found in the Haynes
manual for the Fiesta.
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FRONT FRAME TO BULKHEAD 
M10 bolts,nuts
M8 bolts,nuts
M6 bolts,nuts

SEATBELTS (7/16 unf)
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ii Delivery by Q.S.C.

iii Quantum's towing device

Car transporter trailer

KIT COLLECTION

Quantum Sports Cars have produced a towing bracket which bolts to the
front of the Quantum bodyshell. With the back axle fitted, the bodyshell
can be easily towed, much easier in fact than towing a heavy trailer.

You will need to bring the following parts listed below:
Rear axle assembly built up with trailing links, panhard rod and dampers
fitted (make sure the handbrake cable is not fitted)
2 road wheels
8 wheel bolts
2 rear suspension springs
2 rear spring top mounting rubbers
4 damper to body rubber bushes + 2 washers + 2 nuts

It works as follows:- Bring your rear axle + rear suspension.
components with you when you come to pick up the kit. Our workshop
staff will fit these parts onto your kit while you check off your parts with
our storesman. When you get home remove the towing bracket and rear
light board, these will be collected the next day by our carrier.

Make sure you have four axle stands ready and four pieces of wood to
sit the bodyshell onto.

We can arrange to deliver your kit on our car transporter. The delivery is
charged per mile. Please phone for further details about cost. .

You can bring a car transporter trailer to our premises and we will assist
you to load the kit onto it. The best type of trailer is a flat bed one, so the
kit can sit on its floorpan (bring some old carpet to prevent scratches to
the body). Bring some ropes or straps to tie the kit down to the trailer.

There are three possible ways to get your kit home

Chapter 8
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P.s. Don't forget to bring your return parts from your donor.
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Bodyshell parts list

The comprehensive kit consists of the following:-

Chapter 9 THE COMPREHENSIVE KIT

2. Trailing link brackets. (1 pair)
4. Hand brake cable guide bracket.
6. Boot stay striker pin bracket.
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1. Panhard rod bracket
3. Bump stops. (2-off)
5. Exhaust hook brackets. (2-off)
7. Boot lidstay & bighead bolt.

ii Kit parts list

1. Bodyshell with panels fitted: (available in gelcoat finish, paint finish or
for customers own respray.)
2. Front wheel arches. (1 pair)
3. Boot liner fitted into bootlid.
4. Door inner panels. (1 pair)
5. Quarter light surrounds. (1 pair)
6. Build manual & comments sheet. (latest edition)
7. Registration Forms. (2-off)
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8. Anti roll bar clamps. (2-off) 9. Battery Tray. .
10. Petrol tank spacers. (2-off) 11. Chassis Plates.
12. Galva strip. 13. Clutch cable bracket.
14. Hood hooks. (these have now been updated for SVA)
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15. Hood hook plates.
17. Titanfast trim
19. M8x30 countersunk setscrews.
21. Rear boot transfer

23. Bonnet straps. (1 pair)
25. a.s.c. key rings.
27. a.s.c. tax disc holder (not shown)
29. Autoseal 130.30. Windscreen sealant.
31. Exhaust rubbers. (2-off)
33. Hood locating pegs. (3-off)
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16. Boot hinge covers
18. Air ducting for car heater.
20. M8 nyloc nuts·
22. Bonnet locating blocks

24. a.s.c. bonnet badge.
26. a.s.c. centre steering sticker.
28. a.s.c. window transfer.
30. Windscreen sealer.
32. Plastic wiper tubes.
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v Electrical pack

1. Box of electrical parts required to modify the loom.
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iii Brake and fuel pipe kit parts

1. Brake pipe kit. (type 'A' or 'B')
2. Steel fuel pipes - supply and return.

iv Door kit parts

1. Waistline seals. (4-off)
" 2. Door quarterlight glass. (vw passat.)
"3. Nylon back runner bush.
4. Orion door glass runner. (1-pair)
5. Door actuating rod.
6. Hockey stick hoop rubber.
7. 'H' section extensions.
8. M4x10mm countersunk setscrews.

vi Eyelid mechanism

1. Wiper motor timing rings.
2. Diodes.
3. Switch over relay.
4. In line fuse holder
5. Pre drilled brackets.

vii Modified parts supplied by Q.S.C.

1. Brake transfer bar
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3. Selection of cp' clips.
4. Rear wheel brake cylinders.

9. M4 nyloc nuts
10. M8 nuts
11. M8 washers
12. M8 threaded bar.
13. Aluminum 'u' sections.
14. Window winder extensions.
15. Window winder top stops.

6. Wire retension clips.
7. Nylon bushes.
8. M8 stud connector.
9. M8 threaded bar. (1.2 metres)

2. Clutch pedal ratchet. (black type)



viii Other parts supplied in the kit

1 roll of carpet with templates sprayed on the reverse side.
8-off hardboard panels to trim the boot and certain areas in the car.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
ix Hood kit (double duck material)

xi Mirror kits

3. 7-off female spade connectors
4. 8 amp red & brown wire

8. Pop rivets, setscrews &nuts.
9. Warning labels.
10. Hood retaining rubbers.
11. Titanfast seal.
12. Header rail vinyl.
13. Velcro hoops & square ?ection rubber

1 pack of pop rivets, captivated nuts, self
tapping screws.

It contains all the nuts required to build the car except for
those taken from your donor.

It contains all the washers required to build the car
except for those taken from your donor.

It contains all the bolts required to build the car except for
those taken from your donor.

MANUAL
1. 1 pair of Rover manual mirrors

ELECTRIC
1. 1 pair of Mazda electric mirrors
2. Electric mirror switch.

x Carpet set (grey or black)

1. Hood material. .
2. Header rail moulding.
3. Hard rubber section.
4. Hood irons.
5. Hood iron hinges.
6. Locating brackets.
7. Overcentre clamps.

3. Nut pack

4. Miscellaneous pack -

2. Washer pack -

1. Bolt pack
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xii Electric window kit

Use these to finish off difficult edges of fibreglass, seals etc.

xiii ASS trim panel set

xiv Hardtop kit

1. Hardtop with headlining, glass, seals, locating brackets and
overcentre clamps fitted.
2. Warning labels.
3. Fixing brackets and nuts.

4. 2-off rear light gaskets
5. 2-off fog/tail bulbs
6. 2-off wiring plugs

3. Boot striker pin bracket cover.
4. Hood hook nut covers.

28

xv Lights kits

1. 1 pair of front indicator/sidelight clusters.
2. 1 pair of rear light clusters.
3. 1 pair of rear light bulb holders

1. Rear parcel shelf panels. (3-off)
2. Boot hide away cover.

Note: We highly recommend that you fit electric windows to your
Quantum because the manual system is designed to work with a runner
supporting the rear edge of the glass, so the manual glass carrier and
regulator are not fixed as one.
The electric window regulator is bolted to the carrier with 2-off M6 bolts
and the glass is fixed with rubber to the carrier, therefore the glass is
held securely in place without any side to side movement. This enables
the glass to meet the hood in the same position every time the windows
are operated.

1. Electric window regulators. (left hand and right hand)
2. Glass carriers (2-off)
3. Window switches. (2-off)
4. Red and brown 17.5 amp wire.
5. 2 small lengths of box section.
6. Nuts, bolts and washers to secure the regulators in the door.
7. Rubber grommets to cover original winder holes in door panels.
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A FULL UP TO DATE PRICE LIST IS AVAILABLE FROM OUR PARTS
DEPARTMENT.
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xvi Tie bar bush kit

1. 4-off insulator bushes.
2. 4-off tie bar washers.
3. 4-off washer covers.

4. 2-off tie bar nuts.
5. 2-off plastic bearings.
6. 2-off spacer tube.



None

None
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PREPARATION

GETTING sfARTED

ii Raising the bodyshell onto stands

Lift the bodyshell onto four axle stands positioned at the ends of the~il-".
Protect the body by using blocks of wood in between the bodyshell and
the axle stands. Make sure that the vehicle is very secure before
working on it. Remove the nosecone from the vehicle.

METHOD
Sorting parts

Sort all the parts supplied in the kit and your donor into a logical order so
that the correct item can be found qUickly.

PARTS REQUIRED

4 axle stands, 4 blocks of wood

TOOLS REQUIRED

Supporting your kit on axle stands and sorting you compehensive kit
parts.

OPERATION

Chapter 10
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Tool kit, jack, drill, 8mm drill bit

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQU.IRED

l
REAR AXLE

Bolt the trailing link brackets to the bodyshell with the M1Ox30 bolts, use
the M1Ox80 bolt to hole the bracket in position while tightening the
shorter bolts. The nuts for these bolts are quite difficult to access, but
you should be able to reach around the sill to install them. Bolt the
panhard rod bracket into position, make sure the bolt thread sticks down
through the boot floor.

Drill two 8mm holes and use the M8x55 bolts to attach the two bump
stop brackets onto the bodyshell.

METHOD
Fitting brackets

Seal the brackets to the bodyshell using Bostik 2639.

Bump stop brackets, trailing link brackets, panhard rod bracket, rear anti
roll bar bracket, pre-prepared rear axle assembly.

Fitting the rear axle mounting brackets, installing the rear axle with
springs, rear anti-roll bar and panhard rod.

!rIBRACKET BOLT(mm) QUANTITY WASHER QUANTITY
I

i M8x80 2 M8x25
,

~ Bump stops 4
,

II Trailing link i M10x30
-j

2 M10x30 2

i. T T r k M10x80 2 M10x30 2! rallng In
r

M10x35 2 M10x30 2. Panhard rod

t_~~ti roll bar M8x30 4 M8x25 4
- _,"...:sr~

OPERATION

Chapter 11
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Lubricate the rear shock absorber towers in the body shell with grease to·
prevent squeaks from the bushes on the road.

ii Fitting the rear axle assembly

Locate the axle's trailing arms into their brackets, position the rear
springs onto the rear axle with rubber spring seats on top. Raise the
axle using a jack and locate the springs and rear dampers into position,
fit the rear damper top bushes, washers, nuts to hold everything into
place. Fit thepanhard rod to the axle and it's bracket.

Locate the scribe marks for the rear anti roll bar brackets, drill four 8mm
holes and bolt the roll bar into place using the new clamps supplied.

Do not fully tighten the trailing arm and panhard rod bolts now. Do this
when the vehicle is sitting on it's suspension otherwise the bushes will
wear out quickly.
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Fitting the servo, pedal box, transfer bar, 'G' valve and brake hoses

Brake hoses, modified 'G' valve, modified pedal box, extended brake
transfer bar + brackets, servo + master cylinder

-_._---------~~~

Modification to oval shaped
type IB' brake bar grommet

o

35

The shaded area will need to be filed out Round type 'A' brake
if fitting Goodridge brake hoses bar grommet

BRAKING SYSTEM

/
rear axle bracket
viewed from rear

If you are using Goodridge brake hoses you will
need to file out the mounting hole on the rear
axle.

Modify the rubber grommet for the brake bar
and fit it onto your modified transfer bar.

Take the pedal box and servo mounting
brackets, knock out the mounting studs and
replace these with M8x30 bolts. If you have a
welder, you can weld these in place.

PREPARATION

PARTS REQUIRED

Tool kit, pop rivet gun, drill

TOOLS REQUIRED

OPERATION

Chapter.12
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Fitting the 'G' valve
assembly

Remove the valves from
the bracket you modified
earlier. Position the
bracket on the underside
in front of the trailing link
bracket on the driver's
side, align the bracket at a
26 degree angle to the
floorpan (use scribe line ~
as a guide) and drill
through it using a 4mm
drill bit. Secure the bracket in position with 4mm pop rivets. Refit the 'G'
valves into the bracket and secure them with their retaining clips.

Seal all the brackets to the bulkhead using Bostik 2639 sealer.

METHOD

o
Cut off bracket as shown Grommet plate for type 'A' brake bar

grommet.

NOTE: If you are using type 'A' brakes you will need to modify your
servo bracket as shown. You may also need a plate to accomodate the
different brake bar grommet if your donor did not have one, our stores
can supply one if not.

1___./.:11



Fit the rear brake hoses between the rear axle and the trailing link
brackets. Loosely fit the front brake hoses in their support brackets
because you will need to rotate them when fitting your front brake
callipers.

37

It.,

Drill the two scribe marks using an 8mm
drill bit. Bolt the bracket into place using
two M8x30 mm bolts.

iii Fitting the brake hoses

iv Fitting the handbrake cable guide
bracket

Bolt the servo brackets to the _
bulkhead. Place the pedal box into
its mounting holes and fit the clutch
cable guide bracket. Slide the
modified brake transfer bar into its
bush on the servo bracket, guide
the push rod through the bulkhead
towards the pedal box. Fit the .
driver's side transfer bracket onto
the pedal box bolts. Attach the
pushrod from the servo to the
transfer bar using the pin + 'R' clip. Secure
the brake bar pushrod to the brake pedal and
secure using the pin + 'R' clip. Bolt the servo
to the brackets. Bond the pushrod grommet
in place using Super glue or sealer. Using
some M8 threaded bar, bolt the top of the
pedal box to the black fibreglass moulding
above it.

ii Fitting the servo, pedal box & transfer bar
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Fitting the brake pipes to the vehicle and routing them correctly.

I
I
I
I

Chanter 13

OPERATION

BRAKE & FUEL LINES

TOOLS REQUIRED

Tool kit, pop rivet gun, drill

PARTS REQUIRED

Brake pipe kit, 4mm 'P' clips

METHOD
Fitting the brake pipes

Fit the front brake pipes,
begin from the master
cylinder and work towards
the front brake hose
bracket. Secure the pipes
using 4mm 'P' clips and pop
rivets. The driver's side
brake pipe runs above the
steering rack, make sure
you leave clearance for the top
engine mounting.

Fit the front to rear brake pipes.
Work from the master cylinder
towards to 'G' valves. The pipes
run along the driver's side of the
centre tunnel. They must run as
high as possible in the tunnel
except at the rear end where they
are fitted lower down to miss the
handbrake cable horseshoe.

39
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Fit the remaining two pipes from the trailing link brackets. Fit the
passenger one low down so that it will not interfere with the petrol tank
later on.

Check that the braking system is diagonally split. Le. Left hand front
brake connected to right hand rear brake at the master cylinder and the
right hand front brake is connected to the left hand rear brake at the
master cylinder. If it is not you will need to swap the connections to the
'G'valves.

Pipes from master cylinder
are fitted to the bottom of

the 'G' valve

Brake and fuel pipes in the engine
bay. The rear brake pipes can be
fitted onto the front face of the

lower frame crossmember or fed
around the back as shown here.

The fuel pipes are fitted as shown.

Pipes kept low at rear of
tunnel to avoid the

handbrake horseshoe
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Check and tighten all the connections except for those to the front brake
pipe/hoses.

ii Fitting the fuel pipes

Fit the fuel pipes along the passenger side of the centre tunnel. They
must run as high as possible ~n the tunnel except at the rear end where
they are fitted lower down to miss the handbrake cable horseshoe. Fit
the small diameter pipe at the top of the tunnel because this will be
easier to bend to the contours of the tunnel. Then fit the large diameter
pipe below it. Secure both pipes using the 'P' clips supplied. You will
have to drill an extra hole in the 'P' clips to make them grip the larger
diameter pipe.
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METHOD
iii Fuel tank and filler neck fitment

5 amp wire, modified fuel filler pipe, steel fuel lines, 'P' clips and petrol
tank with sender unit/plastic outlet pipes fitted

Modifying and fitting the fuel tank filler tube, connecting wires to the fuel
tank sender, fitting the fuel tank.

ii Filler pipe modification

Trim down the screw fitting by 2mm, this will allow the filler neck to
protrude through the body and make sure the fuel cap seals correctly.

43

FUEL SYSTEM

Drill through the two scribe marks which identify the front mounting holes
with an 8mm drill bit. From inside the vehicle fit two M8x30 bolts with
washers into the holes. Fit a washer and normal nut to each bolt and
tighten them, the bolts are now captivated and enable you to remove the
tank at a later date without disturbing your carpet.

PARTS REQU.IRED

.PREPARATION
Petrol tank preparation

Remove the small plastic breather pipe from the front of the petrol tank
to stop it being squashed when the tank is fitted. Connect a 1000mm
length of wire to the live terminal on the tank sender. Use a small self
tapping screw through the flange of the sender unit to secure a 1000mm
earth wire to the sender unit, tape this to the other wire to make a loom.
Make sure that the o'riginal black pastic pipes are still connected and
routed properly to the sender unit.

Tool kit, pop rivet gun, drill

TOOLS REQUIRED

OPERATION

Chapter 14
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Position the filler neck through the body and into its correct position, trial
fit the petrol cap. The petrol cap does not sit level with the body side, it
is level at the top and recessed at the bottom, but it should sit centrally in
the hole. Remove the petrol cap and mark the position of the mounting
lug onto the bodyshell. Drill a 5mm hole and secure the filler neck into
position with a self tapping screw. Seal around the filler neck and body
with some Bostik 2639, wipe away any excess sealant with a rag. Fit
the rubber boot to the filler neck on the underside of the vehicle to seal
between the body and the filler.
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BOOT FLOOR

'" --- WASHERS

SPACER TUBE

M8BOLT

+-- ~/ FUEL TANK

Lubricate the filler neck seal with some
grease. Raise the fuel tank into
position and secure into place on the
front mountings. Lift the rear·of the
tank and mark the position of the rear
mounting holes. Drill the two 8mm
holes. Fit the two spacing tUbe and
adjust the amount of washers
according to the type of tank being
fitted, bolt the rear mountings in
place. Make sure that the wires for
the sender unit are running towards
the 'G' valve. Fit the short fuel hoses
between the plastic fuel tank pipes
and the steel fuel lines.
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Handbrake lever, handbrake cable, link cable, handbrake securing clips

Modify the handbrake horseshoe to
make it narrower so that it can fit into
the tunnel better.

TRIM OFF

HANDBRAKE

·1

o

60mm

I
I .
I
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/
TRIM OFF

Feed the handbrake cable under the rear brake hoses and over the
trailing link arms into the rear brake drums. Make make sure that the
adjuster is located on the cable going to the offside rear wheel. Fit the
cable into the trailing link bracket guides, don't forget to fit the plastic
bushes here.

Drill the holes for the handbrake lever, use the scribe marks as a guide
and 'secure it in place using a couple of M8x30 bolts.

M.ETHOD
ii Handbrake fitment

PREPARATION
Handbrake cable modification

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQUIRED.

Tool kit, pop rivet gun, drill

Fitting the handbrake lever, handbrake link cable, modifying the
handbrake cable horseshoe, fitting all the components onto the bodyshell

OPERATION

Chapter 15
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Using some 'P' clips, fix the loose cable to the underside of the body.

ORIGINAL CLIPS USED~
TO SECURE CABLE"

HANDBRAKE BOLTED TO FLOOR
",'Y--. USING M8x30 BOLTS

,..-__....1

I"

PLASTIC GUIDE BLOCK
BONDED TO CENTRE TUNNEL

Do not adjust the handbrake cable until you have bled the braking
system, this is because the self adjusters operate under brake pedal
operation.

Trial fit the link cable into it's hole, file the hole until the plastic block fits
and the cable does not catch the fibreglass. Connect the link cable to
the handbrake and bond the block into position. Connect the link cable
to the horseshoe.

Fit the handbrake cable into the guide bracket on the trailing link bracket
and secure into place using the original clips off the donor.
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MODIFIED GROMMET

Lower shaft grommet

ORIGINAL- GROMMET

Modify the steering rack
lower shaft grommet as
shown.

METHOD
ii Fitting the steering rack and track rod ends

Remove the 'U' clamp from the lower steering column shaft and rest it
over the splines on the steering rack. Position the steering rack onto the .
frame, insert two M10 washers between the steering rack and frame on
the driver's side mounting and one M10 washer under the passenger

Take the lower steering
column mounting bracket
and knock out the original
mounting studs. If you
have a welder you can weld
some M8x30 bolts in the
two holes to captivate them.

PREPARATION
Steering column preparation

Steering rack, track rod ends, steering column shafts, steering column
brackets, steering column cowls, dashboard and instrument cowls,
galvanized steel strip

PARTS REQUIRED

Tool kit, pop rivet gun, drill

TOOLS REQUIRED

Fitting the steering rack, track rod ends, steering column + brackets and
a trial fitment of the dashboard.

OPERATION

Chagter 16 STEERING COMPONENTS
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Fit the track rod ends onto the steering rack, 15 turns each side.

iii Fitting the steering column and dashboard

Fit the modified lower steering column shaft grommet and bond it into
position. Apply some grease to the lower steering shaft and push this
through the grommet onto the steering rack, make sure the 'U' clamp
slide over the shaft. Fit
the pinch bolt, but do not --
tighten it yet.

Drill the two holes in the
bulkhead for the lower
steering column support
bracket. Hold the upper
steering column
components into place
and bolt the lower steering
column support bracket
into position.

Tal{e the dashboard and
trial fit it into position, you
should have a small gap
between the top of the Steering Components
dashboard and the
windscreen apertu re
edge. You may need to remove some plastic from the dashboard top
mounting points. When you are happy with it's position you can drill
5mm holes through the top mounts and secure it with M6 self tapping
screws and washers. Mark the position of the side mountings and make
some 'L' shaped brackets to mount the dash onto, fit these into place.

Support the steering column and fit the instrument cowling, upper
column cowling, lower column cowling and steering wheel. Adjust the
column until all the cowlings fit neatly. When you are happy with its fit,
mark the position of the top bracket mounting holes. Drill through these
marks and bolt the top column mounting bracket onto the black
fibreglass moulding.
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Check that the lower steering column shaft is
located fully onto the upper column shaft pins, if it
is not slide the lower shaft on to the steering rack
further. Tighten the pinch bolt on the lower
steering shaft.

,
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Steering column
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plastic wiper tubes, mini washer jets (recommended), 'P' clips, wiper
motor and linkages, washer bottle, washer tubing.

Fitting the wiper motor, wiper spindles and linkages. Cutting wiper tube
wedges. Fitting the washer bottle, washer tubing and the washer jets.

PLASTIC WEDGE

1mm~
/ - - - ,7--_.i..---..j...:.

WINDSCREEN WIPERS

Fit a plastic wedge to each wiper
spindle and insert the linkage into the
bonnet catch plate aperture. Locate
the spindles into the holes and fit a
plastic wedge. Fit the nut and washer
to each spindle. You may find it
necessary to cut a small hole in the

51

METHOD
ii Fitting the wiper linkage and

motor assembly

Lubricate the wiper spindle shafts
with oil.

Cut the plastic wiper tubes as
shown to make four wiper tube
wedges. These will clamp the
spindles at the correct angle
between the body.

----

PREPARATION
Modifying the wiper tubes

PARTS REQUIRED

Tool kit, drill, pop rivet gun

TOOLS REQUIRED

OPERATION

Chapter 17
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CUT LOWER SECTION OFF

WASHER PIPE POSITION ~,~
~ ~

~"\\

Push the mini washer jets into the
pre-drilled holes. You may need to file
these holes slightly to ease fitment. Drill
two holes for the pipes to pass though
the bulkhead to each jet. Fit and route
the tubing from the washer jets to the
washer bottle. Secure the washer pipe
using some 'P' clips.

Modify the plastic nut covers by cutting them
so they fit over the wiper spindles.

iii Fitting the washer bottle, jets and tubing

The washer bottle is fitted in the right hand well in the engine bay. Drill a
hole in the bottom of the well for the pin of the bottle to sit into and
secure the top using two M6 self tapping bolts.

If you want to use the Fiesta washer jets, you will need to remove some
plastic from the base of the washer jet and file the hole on the bodyshell
out at an angle. Glue the washer jets into position and run the washer '
pipes as in the mini jets text.

When you are happy with its operation seal
the top wedges and the wiper motor to the
body using some windscreen sealant.

Check that the wiper linkages do not touch the fibreglass by connecting
the motor to a battery, keep your fingers out of the way when you do
this.

Connect the linkage onto the wiper motor. Position the wiper motor until
it sits centrally in its aperture. Drill 5mm holes and secure it in place
using the M6 self tapping bolts, use some grease to lubricate the
threads. Do not over tighten the self tapping bolts.

black bulkhead moulding behind each spindle, so that they are able to sit
squarely on the wedges.
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ii Heater assembly

PREPARATION

Tool kit, drill

FINISHING THE BULKHEAD

Place the heater assembly into position with the hose outlet pipes placed
centrally through the holes in the bulkhead. Mark the position of the
mounting holes onto the black bulkhead moulding. Drill 8mm holes
through these marks with an 8mm drill bit and loosely secure the heater
into place using some M8x30 bolts. Fit the plate and gasket around the

Feed the cable through the bulkhead into the car and use Superglue to
stick the grommet in place.

Modify all the cable grommets by removing the inner lip from them, this
is because of the extra thickness of the fibrglass compared to steel.
These will be glued to the bulkhead.

METHOD
Speedo cable

Remove the heater radiator from the heater and examine it for signs of
coolant leakage, replace if necessary. Remove any leaves etc. that
might have got inside the heater. Inspect the foam seals around the
heater control flaps.

Speedo cable, heater assembly, heater hoses, accelerator pedal,
accelerator cable, clutch cable, bonnet release cable, bonnet catch
plate, ignition coil.

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQUIRED

Fitting the remaining parts to allow fitment of the engine/gearbox
assembly

OPERATION

Chapter 18
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Bulkhead wire cut out position

Locate the catch plate centrally on the bulkhead and mark the six
mounting holes. Drill these
marks using a 5mm drill bit,
use some M6 self tapping
bolts with grease on the
threads to secure the catch
plate loosely to the bulkhead.
Cut out a small recess in the
bulkhead where the wires
goes under the catch plate.
Fit the bonnet catch and
connect the release cable to it.
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v Bonnet catch plate and ignition coil

Feed the release cable through its hole and Superglue the grommet into
position. Connect the cable to the bonnet release lever on the steering
column.

Fit the clutch cable into its bracket and secure it onto the clutch pedal
ractchet.

..
iv Clutch cable and bonnet release cable

iii Accelerator cable and pedal

Place the accelerator pedal into position making sure it aligns with the
accelerator cable and you have a gap which is similar to the one
between the clutch and brake pedals. You will find the lower mounting
hole will have a gap between the pedal bn::tcket and bulkhead. Mark the
position of the upper and lower mounting holes and drill two 6mm holes,
bolt the top mounting into position ~sing an M6x20 bolt. Bolt the lower
mounting into position using an M6x5Q bolt flnd some washers to space
the mounting away from the bulkheaq.

Bond the accelerator cable into it's hole using some Bostick 2639.

hose outlet pipes and secure in place using some self tapping screws.
Pull the hose outlets through the plate and fit the heater hose, make
sure the hose that goes to the thermostat housing is fitted to the lower
heater hose outlet. Tighten the heater assembly mounting bolts.
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Fit the coil on the passenger side between the catch plate and the wiper
motor. The coil should point downwards, this will allow the wiring to
reach the terminals. Drill two5mm holes and secure into position using
M6 self tapping bolts. If you have an early type ignition system with a
large black control box, modify the bracket and fit this here and position
the coil nearby.
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Tool kit, soldering iron, wire strippers, crimping pliers

Wiring loom, wiring pack, insulation/loom tape, battery tray and clamp

METHOD
Extending the headlight, sidelight/indicator looms

Lay the wiring loom out on the floor in a similar position as it was in the
donor.

Green/black - right hand indicator

Grey/black wire - left hand sidelight

White wire - main beam wire .
Green/blue - (only if car has dim/dip)
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WIRING part 1

Peel back the loom tape until on each headlight loom until you can
access the indicator wires. Cut off the headlight plugs, leaving 60mm of
cable attached to them. Extend the headlight wiring by approx.

Indicator connections
Black/white - left hand indicator
Brown wire - earth

Sidelight connections
Grey/red wire - right hand sidelight
Brown wire - earth

COLOUR CODES

Headlight connections
Yellow wire - dip beam wire
Brown wire - earth

PREPARATION

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQUIRED

Modifying the Fiesta wiring loom, adding wiring feeds for accessories
and fitting to the car. Fitting the battery tray

OPERATION

Chapter 19
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1000mm, extend the sidelight and indicator wires by approx. 750mm.
Tape the wires every 50mm to hold them together.

ii Adding extra earth cables

The original Fiesta wiring loom was connected to the bodyshell at
various points on the body, identified by a brown wire ending in a loop
connector. As the Quantum has a fibreglass bodyshell which does not
conduct electricity we have to fit some wires to complete the circuits.

Attach 30 amp wires from the loop connector behind each headlamp and
route them to the battery, taping them to the original Fiesta loom as you
go. Alternatively, you can screw these to the nosecone frame and
connect a wire from the battery to the frame to complete the circuit.

Run a 30 amp brown wire from the battery through the bulkhead
grommet and all the way back to the o/slr light cluster earth loop. Tape
the brown wire to the original loom as you go. Connect this wire to the
earth loop by the driver's footwell. Extend the 30 amp wire from the o/s/r
light cluster to the n/s/r cluster earth loop using an 8 amp brown wire.
Just after the point where the 30 amp brown wire passes through the
bulkhead grommet, connect another 30 amp wire to it for the accessory
earthing point.

The handbrake lever warning light circuit and the petrol tank sender
require some earth wires, use some 5 amp brown wire and connect
these onto the 30 amp fitted above. Note: some vehicles have the
handbrake lever warning loom running along the centre tunnel, therefore
just connect the 5 amp brown wire onto the accessory earth wire instead:

Connect two 5 amp wires from the earthing point in the driver's footwell
ready to use for the ols courtesy light switch and ols indicator side
repeater. The passenger side ones can be done later with the loom
installed in the car.

iii Accessory fuse box feeds

Look at the underside of the Fiesta fuse box and locate a large red wire
and a large black wire going into a relay plug on the fuse box moulding.
Solder a 1500mm length 30 amp red wire to the red wire and another
1500mm length of 30 amp red wire to the black wire. Tape these wires
back along the long loom towards the n/s pin switch wire (brown/red).
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iv Speaker cable

If you are fitting an after market radio system and are not using the
original Ford radio, we recommend that you remove the eXisting speaker
wiring and replace it with normal speaker cable. This is because the
Ford system uses a joystick control which uses the same earth for the
front and rear speaker and this setup would damage a normal radio unit
if it was wired incorrectly. The new cable is easier to fit after the loom
has been fitted inside the car.

v Battery tray

Place the battery tray into position and secure it in place using some M6
bolts. Fit the battery into the tray and bolt the securing clamp into place.
Note: Type 'A' brake pipe may need modifying as they run very close to
the battery.

VI Modifying the bulkhead wiring grommet

Remove the wiring grommet from the loom. Cut the grommet to make
it's diameter smaller, check that the grommet will fit into the hole in the
bulkhead. Tape the brown earth wires into the loom where the loom
passes through the bulkhead and runs along the engine bay bulkhead.

vii Fitting the loom into the bodysheH

Place the wiring loom inside the vehicle and feed the engine bay Wiring
through the bulkhead hole into the engine bay. The wiper motor wiring
plug is a tight fit through the hole but should go through. Connect the
wiper motor wiring plug onto the wiper motor, this will make sure the
loom sits in the correct place. Working from the wiper motor 'P' clip the
loom onto the top cross member on the frame. Fit the modified wiring
loom grommet in place and use some Bostik 2639 to seal it in place.
Loosely route the wiring loom around the engine bay, pop rivet it into
position. Connect the wiring plugs to the heater fan and fit the bonnet
catch plate. Connect the wire to the coil and master cylinder reservoir
cap.

Fit the horn underneath the battery tray and connect an earth wire from
one of the fixing bolts to the nearest earth on the wiring loom.

The rest of the engine bay wiring is completed after the engine has been
fitted.
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Fit the earth wire to the upper steering column bracket.

viii Making the accessory earth point

...'
------=~

Engine bay wiring grommet and loom

Secure the
loom along the
sill with 'P'
clips and feed
it through the
25mm hole by
the side of the .
rear seat. Use
a long piece of
stiff wire to
feed the loom
over the wheel

Wiring secured along bulkhead moulding and along sill arch into the
boot.

Take some galvanized steel strip and place it against the servo bracket
mounting bolts inside the car. Mark the position of the bolts onto the
strip and drill two 8mm holes through it. Drill a 5mm hole through the

Using the original clips from your donor, secure the wiring loom inside
the car onto the black bulkhead moulding. We use a self tapping screw
through the middle of the clip. Make sure the loom will not touch any of
the steering or pedal box moving parts and that the loom which connects
to the ignition switch, indicator/wiper stalks will reach.
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middle of the strip and fit an M5 bolt/nut and tighten, fit the bracket
horizontally onto the servo bracket mounting bolts with some M8 nuts.
Shorten the accessory earth wire and fit a loop connector to it's end, bolt
this loosely onto the M5 bolts using some washers.

When you fit any accessories later, always run the earth for that item
back to this point. This point is near to the accessory fuse box and also
helps when trying to trace a wiring faulton an accessory. Connect the
earth wires for the n/s side repeater and courtesy light switch to here.
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Fitting the engine in the frame, fitting front wheel arches, gear linkage,
cooling system components, fuel hoses and exhaust system.

Engine/gearbox assembly, front wheel arches, fuel hose, in line fuel
filter, gear linkage, radiator and hoses, expansion bottle, brake servo
pipe, washer bottle.

Check the clearances around the engine, you should have 12-18mm
down the side of the engine and gearbox. If you do not, then investigate
the possibility of a distorted cradle or gearbox mounting bracket.

VIEW FROM FRONT

/ // /

INSERT WASHERS HERE 8-10mm THICK

-
I'
II

o
o

//
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ENGINE BAY

Lift the front of the vehicle and slide
the engine into position under the
frame. Lower the front down and lift
the engine into the frame using an
engine lift. Guide the top engine
mounting into the top engine
mounting bracket and fit the washer
+ M10 nut. Bolt the cradle into
position using four M1 Ox70 bolts,
two M1Ox40x5mm thick washer on
the top of the front crossmember
and two M1Ox30x3mm thick square
washer on the top of the rear
crossmember. Fit top engine
mounting lower securing bolt and
use some washers to space it away from the frame.

METHOD
Engine/gearbox assembly

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQUIRED

Tool kit, engine lift, trolley jack

OPERATION

Chapter 20
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OIS WHEEL ARCH

o

POP RIVETS

4mm

(

Front wheel arches

Position the wheel
arches against the
frame, the bottom
edge of the arch
lines up with the
lowest edge on
the frame tube.
Trim the wheel
arch slightly to
make it fit better
around the front
brake hose
mounting. It may
be necessary to
extend some of
the pre-cut holes
for the brake pipes

and top engine mounting bolt. Pop rivet it to the frame and bodyshell. -Fit
the donor wheel arch seal onto the edges.
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iii Cooling system

Modify the expansion
bottle by cutting off the

lower mounting leg. Fit thi
into position on the o/s/f
wheel arch. It may be

necessary to trim the whe
arch slightly for the lower

hose to fit.

RADIATOR WITH
REAR LIP FITTED
ONTO FRAME

ENGINE BAY SIDE

The hoses were connected to your donor as shown in the following
diagram. The other diagrams show the hoses required for the different
manifolds and carburettors fitted to the Fiesta.

LOWER FRONT D
CROSSMEMBER .

--_.._-_._-~.

Fit the radiator cooling fan in the same way it was fitted to your donor,
you will need to use M6 bolts to secure the radiator and the top cowling
mountings. The later plastic fan cowling is easier to fit than the earlier
pressed steel cowl ing.

The radiator fits into the welded lU' guides on
the lower front crossmember. Make sure that
you have the rubber insulators fitted to the

radiator lower mounting points and position it
into the IU' guide on the frame. Drill some M6

holes through the top mounting support
brackets to secure the radiator with.
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'Y' piece

LATER ROUND TYPE CARBURETOR
HOSES
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Loosely bolt the gear linkage
assembly steady bar to the gearbox.
Position the gear linkage through the
hole in the centre tunnel and mark
the position of the four mounting
holes. Drill four 8mm holes, fit the
linkage using the upper plate and
nuts. Tighten the bolt on the linkage
and the clamp onto the gearbox
selection shaft and adjust it as
shown in the Haynes manual.

iv Gear linkage
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vii Final connections

Connect the accelerator cable, clutch cable, choke cable (if necessary) ,
vacuum servo pipe, vacuum advance pipes to distributor. Fit the air filter
assembly and breather pipe canister.

Bend exhaust

here ~.

Exhaust bent to clear side of tunnel

I I
.... 222222 ...... 2 ...... Z 2 2? 222 2~
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Exhaust mountings

Connect the fuel lines to the fuel pump/carburettor. Use an in line fuel
filter on the fuel inlet pipe, this prevents swart/dirt entering the
carburettor on the initial start up. Connect all the electrical connections
to the engine/gearbox, Le. oil pressure switch, carburettor fuel cut off
solenoid, distributor, engine temperature sensor, cooling fan switch,
reverse lights, main battery cable, main earth cable, alternator wiring.

Make some brackets and bolt the washer bottle onto the o/s wheel arch
liner as shown earlier. Extend the washer pump wiring and connect the·
washer pipe hose to the motor. Secure the hosing and wiring using
some 'P' clips.

vi Washer bottle

v Exhaust system

Fit the exhaust loosely to the down pipe, align the tailpipe with the
cut-out in the rear valance. You will a see that there is very little
clearance between the tunnel side and the exhaust by the gear remote.
Bend the exhaust at the point shown in the drawing to provide more
clearance. Fit the rubber mountings and mark the position of the
mounting brackets. Bolt the
brackets into position.
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iv Front hubs

ii Tie bar brackets

Tool kit
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FRONT SUSPENSION PARTS

Fit the driveshafts into the gearbox, a sharp tap on the end of the shaft
with a hammer will help to fit these.

Fit the lower tie bar brackets onto the frame and bolt them into position,
use M1Ox40x5mm thick washers on the top of the frame crossmember
to spread the load. Fit the tiebars and lower suspension arms, do not
tighten the inner track control arm bolts until the car is resting on its
suspension.

iii Driveshafts

Slide the hub over the end of the driveshaft and drop the hub onto the
lower arm ball joint pin and insert the pinch bolt. Align the hub with the
suspension leg mounting holes and insert the two M12 bolts. Tighten all
the suspension leg and hub bolts. Connect the track rod ends from the

Fit the strut rubber bushes into the holes on the frame, lift the
suspension legs into place and fit the top mounting cup and nut. Tighten
the nut.

METHOD
Suspension legs

Front suspension legs, lower suspension brackets, tie bars, driveshafts,
front hubs, brake discs, brake pads.

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQUIRED.

Fitting the front suspension components, driveshafts, brakes.

OPERATION

Chapter 21
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steering rack onto the hub arms. Tighten the track rod securing nut, but
not the lock nut on the track rod arm.

Fit the front brake discs and secure with the M6 countersunk screw.
Screw the front brake hoses into the brake calipers and bolt the calipers
to the hubs using the original bolts. Attach the hose to the bracket on
the strut using the standard Ford grommet. Make sure the hose is
routed correCtly and tighten the hose connections to the calipers.and
the connections to the brake pipes left loose earlier. Fit the brake pads.

"\
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v Front brakes
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Tool kit, soldering iron, wire strippers, crimping pliers

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQUIRED

Yellow - Brown/Red

Brown/Red - courtesy light

WIRING part 2

Brown - Brown

Brown - earth

ii Courtesy light switches

Blue - Red

Red - 12v live

Connect the wires found in the lA' pillar to the wires above and insulate 
the connections.

The original switches can be used but they need to be extended to work.
Quantum can supply longer switches if necessary. Draw a line between
the inner edge of the upper and lower door hinges. Measure halfway
between the hinges and drill a hole to accept the courtesy light switch.
Secure the switches in place and connect the earth and courtesy light
wires. Note: You will have to extend the n/s courtesy light wire
(Brown/Red wire) to reach. Connect the earth wires to the switch bodies,

METHOD
Courtesy light wiring

Find the original loom for the courtesy light and clock on your loom. We
recommend that the clock is fitted below the dashboard on the heater as
it will obstruct the rear view mirror if fitted in it's original position.
Therefore route the original loom to the base of the heater. Cut through
this loom just before it enters the main loom and find three wires.

Courtesy light switches, side repeaters, rear lights lens, rear light
gaskets, rear light bulb holders, rear light wiring connectors.

Fitting the courtesy light wiring and switches, side repeaters, rear lights
and any accessories (available from our stores).

OPERATION

Chapter 22
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N/S WIRING PLUG
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Connect the wires to the petrol tank sender unit, you will need to drill a
hole above the 'G' valve to pass the wires through.
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OIS WIRING PLUG

Rear light wiring plug
connections - wires shown

coming out the-piug,-
iv Other wiring connections

You will need to extend the fog light wiring
from the original position to the light
clusters. Connect the wires as shown in
the diagram.

Connect the wiring to the handbrake -
warning light switch. Make sure the wires will not be crushed wf!\en you
fit the seats. \.

iii Rear lights

Fit the gaskets to the rear lights and fit them into position.
into the bulb holder. Note: The side/fog
light bulb is not the same as a side/brake
light bulb used on other vehicles, the pins
are offset.

take an earth connection from the accessory earth point for the n/s door
switch. If you are using switches supplied by Quantum cut off two
segments off the pin, otherwise when you close the door the switches
will break.

~
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v Quantum accessory fuse box

The accessory fuse box fits into the blank panel at the rear of the
glovebox. Shorten the accessory fuse box feed wires and solder three
17 amp wires to each feed wire. Make sure the wires will allow the
accessory fuse box to reach it's mounting point. Fit some spade
connectors to each 17 amp wJre and connect them to the accessory fuse
box.

vi Electric mirrors (Mazda type)

The electric mirror switch is fitted in the heater control panel opposite the
cigarette lighter. You will need to make three wiring looms: see below

Loom.1 - To carry the power feed and earth from the accessory fuse
box/earth point. Tape together an 8 amp brown and an 8 amp red wire
to create a loom, run this loom from the accessory fuse box/earth point
along the Fiesta loom and down the driver's side of the heater box.
Leave enough cable so that it will reach the switch when it is mounted in
the heater control panel. Secure the cable to Fiesta loom using cable
ties.

Loom 2 & 3 - Make two looms consisting of two 8 amp red wires and one
brown wire, Run these looms from the switch to the top door hinges on
both doors, leave enough cable to reach inside the door. Again secure
the loom to the Fiesta loom using cable ties.

vii Electric windows

The electric windows switches are fitted in the centre console. You will
need three wiring looms: see below

Loom 1 - Connect a broyvnand red wire from the accessory fuse (30 ~IV\? \
box/earth point to provide a power feed and earth for the switches. This "'Fv~~)

loom runs down the bulkhead, along the centre tunnel and past the hole
for the gear stick.

Loom 2 & 3 - Make two looms consisting of two 17 amp wires running to
the top door hinges on both doors, leave enough cable to reach inside
the doors.
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viii Central locking

Take the loom and really from the box. Fit the relay onto the bulkhead
near the accessory earthing point. Connect the loom and run this along
the Fiesta loom to the bottom door hinges.

ix Routing the wires to the doors

Tape the wires together which pass through the top door hinge. Fit and
secure the wires into the door as shown. Do the same with the lower
hinge.

~"."a"~
GRmE CABLE ~ 11
HERE "'-.,.

~-+---L."P' cup
HOLDING
CABLE

APERTURE TRIMMED
TO CLEAR CABLE
WHEN DOOR '5 CLOSED

x Speaker wiring and aerial

Door speakers - run some speaker wires from the top of the heater unit
to the top hinge of each door. Leave enough wire to reach inside the
door and about 300mm above the heater. Attach the wires to the Fiesta.
loom as you go.

Rear speakers - run some speaker wires from the top of the heater unit
along the sills into the rear box section around the rear seat. Leave
about 300mm of wire above the heater. Attach the wires to the Fiesta
loom as you go.

Aerial - we fit the aerial on the olslr wing, but run an aerial extension
cable along the nls sill into the rear seat box section. This is to prevent
interference from the wiring loom, leave about 300mm extension cable
above the heater. Fit the aerial on the o/s/r wing, you will have to modify
it because of the extra thickness of the fibreglass. Connect the aerial to
the extension cable inside the rear seat box section.
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WINSCREEN SURROUND
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Windscreen seal - preparation

FRONT WINDSCREEN

~ WINDSCREEN SEALANT

FRONTWIN~~ .

~-

STRING OR WIRE

Apply a bead of sealer around the edge of the windscreen seal. Fit the
windscreen seal to the windscreen. Insert a length of wire or string into'
the seal, make sure the ends meet at the top and over lap by
approximately 300mm

Cut the headlining into three strips, make sure they are wide enough to
cover the lA' pillars and windscreen frame cross member. Alternatively
use some padded vinyl available from our Q.S.C. stores.

PREPARATION

Donor headlining material, glue, Fiesta windscreen, windscreen seal,
windscreen sealer, doorseals, sun visors, interior light, interior mirror

PARTS REQUIRED.

Tool kit, sealant gun, a length of wire or string

TOOLS REQUIRED

Trimming the windscreen surround, fitting the windscreen, fitting the
door seals, sun visors, interior light, interior mirror

OPERATION

Chagter 23
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METHOD
II Windscreen surround

Apply glue to the headlining and the windscreen surround, allow the glue
to go tacky. Fit the two vertical pieces of material up the 'A' pillar, leave a
length of material unstuck at the top. Fit the last strip across the top.
Fold the ends of the vertical pieces back of themselves and glue them to
the cross piece. Cut off the excess material.

iii Windscreen

Three people are
required to fit the
windscreen.
Smear some
washing up liquid
on the rubber
seal. Position the
screen in the body
aperture and while
two people push
gently on the
screen/rubber
seal, the third
person pull on the
end of the wire/string. This will lip the seal over the windscreen flange
on the body. Pull the wire/string down one side and around the bottom
corner and then down the other side.

iv Door seals

Fit the door seals to the car. We recommend that you fit a new seal
because the original seal will have settled to the shape of the donor car.
Fit the seal around the door apertures and around the windscreen frame..
If you are using the original seal, you will need to make a join along it's
length.

v Sun visors

Locate the mounting hole for the sun visor which is now hidden by the
headlining or vinyl. Hold the visor in position and screw some self
tapping screws through the mounting holes to fix it in place.
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vi Interior light

Clean any traces of the old sticky pad from the mirror and windscreen.
Fit the sticky pad to the mirror and position the mirror and press onto the
glass.

Carefully cut an 'X' through the material covering the hole in the screen
frame, apply adhesive and fold the material back inside the hole. Locate
the wiring loom inside the hole, and connect the wires to the terminals.
Note: the clock is fitted below the heater.

Yellow - courtesy light switchesBrown - earth

vii Interior mirror

Blue - 12v live
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MANUAL

Tool kit, drill, pop rivet gun

WINDER ARM oM.

I

68

1,1 ,~
I ~~ M8BOLT

BUSH
\

EXTENSION,

DOOR COMPONENTS

The manual window
regulators require
modifying. Drill out
the rivet through the
pivot bush at the
end of the arm 
retain al the parts.
Extend the Fiesta
wind up lift arm with
the extension piece
and some M8 bolts.

M10X50

The mechanism arm BOLT, /

needs bending, so it
will follow the glass
bracket as the glass
moves up and down. Do this when you have fitted the door glass, but
take care to bend it in the correct direction.

PREPARATION
Modifying the window regulators

door lock mechanisms, door release handles (inner and outer), door
locks, door lock linkages, inner door panels, hockey sticks, 1/4 light
glass, channel rubber (supplied in kit), rear runner + nylon bush, Fiesta
'H' section + channel rubbers

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQUIRED

OPERATION

Fitting the door lock mechanisms, inner door panel, hockey stick, 1/4
light glass, window lifts, door glass.

Chapter 24
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EXTENSION BRACKET

/
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ELECTRIC WINDOW REGULATORS

The electric window regulators need
modifying, this is because the height of
the Quantum door will not accommodate
the window regulator. Cut the top off the
window regulator guide channel. Cut a
notch into the bottom of the window
regulator guide channel approximately
30mm higher up from its end, bend the
bottom of the guide so it sits 90 degrees
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MODIFICATION TO
TOP OF REGULATOR '
SHADED AREA CUT
AWAY

to its original position.
Unfortunately this allows the
cable to run against the guide
channel, there is an alternative
method which requires a steel
bush inserting in line with the
outer cable - please contact
our stores for further details.

Solder two 500mm lengths of
17amp wire from the terminals
on the motor and secure them

. to the motor body using a
cable tie.



Drill the holes for the outer door handle, fit the linkage to the handle and
secure it into position using longer self tapping screws.

CUT OFF END OF PIN

Fit the central locking
motors inside the
doors, use the self
tapping screw in the
kit. Make the motor sit

Modify the door catch 
pins by cutting the off
the end of the pin. Fit
the door catch pins into
place using the original
belville washer and
plate.

lOCK ROD
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CENTRALLOCKING MOTOR

INTERIOR HANDLE ROD ~ ~ • : '. .'
- ~.~ . -".'

~ .... ;'.
~;:.~.._7' :::.::

'P' CliP] INNER PANEL

/

Remove the gasket from the door lock and use this as a template to
mark the lugs around the door lock holes. File these marks on the door
until the lock barrel is a snug fit in the hole. Widen the slots on the door
lock barrel to accommodate the extra thickness of thefibreglass. Fit the
lock into the door, do not refit the gasket and use the 'e' clip to secure
the lock into position.

Drill holes for the lock buttons into the tops of the door, use light
pressure to avoid chipping the gelcoat. Drill the 6mm hole for the door
catch mechanism, fit the door catch in place while guiding the lock
button through its hole. Bend the lock button rod until it sits correctly in
the hole.

METHOD
ii Door locks and linkages
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iii Inner door panels

level by packing the top mounting out with some washers. Bend the link
rod to connect with the outer door lock rod and fit the clamp provided.

9

C>

o
SECURED WITH MOLE GRIPS

o

These are fitted
inside the door
case. Check the
inner door edge
and remove any
uneven
fibreglass mat,
place the inner
panel inside the
door and secure
into place using
three pop rivets
as shown. Shut
the door and examine the door fit, you will find that the rear edge of the
door does not sit level. To adjust this open the door, twist it slightly and
temporarily secure the inner panel using some mole grips. Re check the
door fit and re adjust the door if necessary. Secure the rest of the inner
panel with 4mm pop rivets. Adjust the door catch pin until the door sits
flush with the body shell, you will need to file the catch pinhole. .

Fit the inner door release handle to the inner panel, use the wire
provided in the kit to make a new control wire to the catch mechanism.
Fit a small 'P' clip onto the control wire to stop it rattling.

Connect the central locking loom to the motors, connect power to the
relay and check the motors operation.

Because the motor travels more than the door lock linkage you will need
to set the motor up as follows:
1. Extend the motor fully and lock the door. Mark the end of the motor
linkage onto the dbor lock linkage.
2. Compress the motor fully and un lock the door. Mark the end of the
motor linkage onto the door lock linkage.
3. Position the end of the motor linkage between the two marks and
tighten the clamp.
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IV Fitting the hockey stick, 1/4 light glass and 'H' section

SPRAY THIS
-", BLACK'

" "-
"
"''- ..---' -

"-

BOSTIK 2639
. I

/ I

-. -.
. . '

.---1
~10mm

SCREW ~~ ---+
l--/r=

BOSTIK 2639

Tape a piece of rubber 7mm thick to the 'A' pillar of your windscreen
frame to maintain a 7mm gap along the length of the hockey stick when
you shut the door. Fit the channel rubb/felt (supplied in the kit) into the
hockey stick.

Locate the hockey stick in the top of the door, it should fit level and flush
against the triangular section at the top of the door. If it is not, you will
have to remove some fibreglass with a file until it is a perfect fit.
Re-Iocate the hockey stick in the top of the door and drill a 3.5mm hole
through the stick and into the triangular section on the door. Secure the
hockey stick with a self tapping screw. Re-check the fit of the hockey
stick. If its original position has changed, remove the hockey stick and
drill a 5mm hole through the original 3.5mm hole in the hockey stick, this
will then allow a small adjustment when refitting. If you are happy with
its fit, drill another 3.5mm hole and secure with another screw. Remove
the hockey stick again, place a bead of Bostick 2639 on the hockey
stick's leading edge and re-secure with the screws wiping off any excess
sealer.
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Extension bracket on 'H' sections
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Cut the channel rubber in the-hockey stick level with the rear edge of the
1/4 light glass.

EXTENTSION
BRACKET
FITTED TO
'1-1' SECTION

o

I
I,.
I

o

o

"
"
"

"

"

FRONT ->

Take your donor 'H' section
and fit the mounting bracket
to its base. Spray WD40
onto your 'H' section and trial
fit it onto your 1/4 light glass.
You will notice that the top
joint angles do not meet
correctly, modify the 'H'
section by cutting it with a
hacksaw to match up the
angles. If it is not perfect this
can be filled with sealant
after. When you are happy
with its fit, relocate on the 1/4
light glass and check it
against the measurement
shown. If this is okay drill a
4mm hole through the 'H'
section top locating bracket
into your hockey stick. Countersink the hole in the hockey stick and
secure the hockey stick to the 'H' section with a 4mm countersunk screw
and nut. Shut the door, check the gap between the hockey stick and the
lA' pillar. Drill a hole in your inner panel that lines up with the hole in the
extension bracket. Secure the 'H' section with the threaded bar, nuts
and washers. Adjust the pre-load on the top the 'H' section by adjust the
threaded bar. Cut off the to of the hockey stick as shown. Cut a slot into
the top of the hockey stick to allow the Fiesta door glass to sit level with

Locate the donor car's original seal. Cut away the seal's vertical strip so
it can be used on your 1/4 light/donor 'H' section. Trial fit the rubber strip
onto your glass and alter the angled cut on the top edge to make a good .
fit with the hockey stick. Super glue this strip to the rear edge of the 1/4
light glass to stop it slipping when fitting the 'H' section.

Shut the door. Take your 1/4 light glass, push it into the seal on the
hockey stick and into the middle of the foam in the door cut-out. You will
find it will not sit properly, to remedy this file down the edge of the
fibreglass located at the end of the foam until it allows the glass to sit
properly. Using a rubber mallet, tap the glass fully into the hockey stick.
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Take the rear
glass channel
supplied and drill
out the two rivets
that hold the
spring clip onto
the channel and
remove the clip.
Tap out the M6
captivated nut
on the mounting
bracket on the
channel. Cut the ~~~~'gfDc;~:~~

RIVETED INTO POSTION

nylon IC' section
into two equal
lengths and run
a 4mm drill bit along the slot to allow the door glass to fit inside. Locate
the nylon lC' section inside the top of the rear runner and drill a 3.5mm
hole through the side of the runner into the nylon IC' section, fit a pop
rivet to hold them together. Fit the lower channel rubber off your donor's
'H' section into the remaining part of the runner and trim off any excess
rubber. Place the rear runner in the back of the door with the tab
sticking out the top of the door, fold the tab over the back edge of the

the top of the
hockey stick
later. Fit the
rear runner
seal from
your donor
into the 'H'
section and
trim it neatly
at the top.

v Rear runner and door glass fitment
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door. Push the runner to the inner edge of the slot, secure into place by
drilling a 3.5mm hole through the tab and pop riveting it into position.

If you are fitting electric window lifts change your glass carrier now.
This is best done by holding the original glass carrier in a vice and
spraying WD40 into the rubber. Gently move the glass until the WD40
penetrates into the joint and then pull the glass out from the carrier.
Refit the new glass carrier by placing the window's top edge onto a flat
piece of wood, fit the original rubber onto the glass in it's original position
and tap the new glass carrier onto the window using a rubber mallet.
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vi Manual regulators

Drill through the scribe mark on
the inner door panels and loosely
bolt the regulator into position.
Determine where to bend the
regulator, remove the regulator
and bend it. Refit the regulator
inside the door and secure using
M5x20 bolts. Lower the window,
mark and fit the lower stop bolt.
Raise the window so it sits 1mm
above the level of the hockey stick,
mark and fit the top stop bracket.
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Put the Fiesta door glass into the
runners and slide it into the door.
Push the lower part of the rear
runner forwards to make the
door glass sit in the runner.s
properly, this makes sure the
front and rear runners sit parallel.
Secure the rear runner into
position using nuts, washers and
threaded bar. Make sure the
glass runs freely in the runners.

TOP STOP
BRACKET
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Position the motor into place and drill the three mounting holes for the
regulator mountings. Using some M6 nuts and washers bolt the
regulator onto the inner door panel. Raise the door glass until it sits

above the hockey stick by
approximately 1mm. Drill a
large hole opposite the
regulator guide channel
where the plastic channel
guide is sitting. Drill a hole
above the plastic guide
through the guide channel, fit
a small self tapping screw
through the channel to stop
the plastic channel guide
going higher. Connect the
window regulator wiring onto
the window loom fitted earlier.
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vii Electric window regulators

Fit the box tubing to the lower mounting point using M5x20 bolts. Place
the modified regulator inside
the door and secure it onto
the glass carrier. Connect
the regulator wires to a
battery, raise the window
and secure the top mounting G;~;\.

to the inner panel using r..:f~

M5x20 bolts. You may need ",
to fit some spacing washers
here. Reverse the
connections to the battery
and lower the door glass,
drill through the inner door
and pop rivet the lower
mounting into position.
Adjust the M5x20 bolts on
the lower mounting to adjust Window regulator - alternative modification
the spacing. shown
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1 pair of electric mirrors,· Autoseal 130, 8-amp wire

1 pair of Fiesta Mirrors, internal support plate, fixings.

1 pair of manual mirrors, 4-off fixing screws, Bostik 2639

_~---'-=-==0-.
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DOOR MIRRORS & WAIST SEALS

Modify the profile
of the Fiesta
mirror to match
the door panel of
the Quantum.

PREPARATION
Fiesta mirror - modification

Q.S.C ELECTRIC MIRRORS

Q.S.C. MANUAL MIRRORS

FIESTA MIRRORS

PARTS REQUIRED

Tool Kit, drill

TOOLS REQUIRED·

Fitting the door mirrors to the doors and connecting wiring to mirrors (If
applicable)

OPERATION

Chapter 25
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TRIANGULAR SECTION
ON DOOR

REMOVE SMALL SCRE
AND CLAMP FOR
WIRING

POSITION OF BASE
OF MIRROR

black
white/black
green

Offside mirror
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EXTEND WIRING

I
RETAIN THIS LUG

earth
left/right motor
up/down motor -

Fit the mirror onto the triangular
section on the door. Mark the
position of the two mounting holes.
Drill the holes to suit the self
tapping screws, apply Bostik 2639
to the rear of the mirror and screw
the mirrorto the door. Wipe away
any excess sealant.

iv Q.S.C. manual mirrors

METHOD
iii Fiesta mirror

Yellow or black 
White/black
Green/red

Nearside mirror

Wiring colour codes

Fit the mirrors as per the Fiesta, use the support bracket in the door.

Cut off the
original
mounting
casting on the
back face of the
mirror, except
for the large lug
without thread.
Make the cut
area level with
the edges of
the mirror using
a grinder. Cut
off the wiring
connector and
extend the wiring to the motor.

ii Electric mirror - preparation
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v Q.S.C. electric mirrors

Mask off the mirror and triangular section of the door to prevent excess
sealer spreading onto the mirror and door. Use the original gasket to
mark the positions for the wiring hole and the locationg lug. Drill out
these holes and discard the gasket. Trial fit the mirror and check that it
sits level against the triangular section. Apply Autoseal 130 to the door
mirror and the door, guide the wires through the hole into the door and
push the mirror onto the door. Remove any excess sealer and tape the
mirror into position, check the mirror periodically to make sure that it has
not moved.

vi Waist seals

These are fitted on both the inside and outside of the door. Trial fit the
waist seal to the door and cut to length, the seal sit over the top of the
rear runner at the back of the door. Trim the waist seal where it passes
aound the 'H' section and hockey stick. Apply Superglue to the lip of the
seal along it's whole length, quickly fit the seal to the door and apply
pressure until holds in position.
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PREPARATION

Sound proofing material, carpet set, glue

.Template numbering and description

CARPET

1, Rear seat base
2. Sill - left hand side
3. Central tunnel
4. Front bulkhead
5. Rear wheel arch in boot - not included in set one
6. Rear wheel arch in boot - not included in set one
7. Under front seat
8. Front footwell - left hand
9. Under front seat
10. Rear seat side

The carpet is supplied in a roll, on it's reverse side you will find
templates for the different areas of the car. Cut out these templates, use
the guide to help you work out which template is used for the different
areas of the car. Place the carpet templates in the order that you are
going to fit them.

Carpet set one (standard) - This does not include all the boot carpet, but
includes a set of compressed card panels to trim the sides of the boot.
Carpet set two - This includes all the carpet required to trim the boot
area.

There are two types of carpet set available.

PARTS REQUIRED

Stanley knife, small roller, brush

TOOLS REQUIRED

Fitting the sound proofing,carpet and hardboard panels to the Quantum.

OPERATION

Chapter 26
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11. Rear seat side
12. Boot floor
13. Rear Footwell
14. Rear Footwell
15. Bulkhead in boot - not included in set one
16. Sill - right hand side
17. Boot side - right hand - not included in set one
18. Boot rear panel/bumper area - not included in set one
19. Rear seat - back rest
20. Front footwell- right hand
21. Boot side - left hand - not included in set one
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METHOD
Sound proofing

Cut the sound proofing to shape and stick the sound deadening onto the
bulkhead and the black fibreglass moulding. Stick the sound deadening
along the centre tunnel.

ii Carpet

Fit the carpet into the car. Trial fit each piece into position. On large flat
surfaces spread the glue evenly onto the carpet and the area the carpet
is to be glued to. When the glue has partly set, fit the carpet into
position, trim the edges later. On curved surfaces, glue the edge of the
template into position, let this set and then progressively trim/glue the
carpet into position.

Remember: when you are carpeting the rear seat back rest, mark the
position of the seatbelt holes and the hood iron mounting points.

iii Cardboard panel (if applicable)

Fit the panel inside the boot. The rear panel will be held into position
using the boot striker pin bracket. The front panel is secured in position
using some self tapping screws. The side panels rest in position, use
some foam to space them away from the side of the car.
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Tool kit

TOOLS REQUIRED

Cut off the lugs on the
vent pipe connection as

shown. Drill a hole in the
top and bottom of the vent,
drill a corresponding hole in

the connection pipe.
Secure them together

using cable ties. Re-fit the
vents to the dashboard.

DASHBOARD FINAL FITMENT _

97
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I I
CUT OFF LUGS /. . t:-_~~::=!?--::::;;.-_ SMAlL HOLES DRILlED

.~ L: FOR CABLE TIES

PREPARATION
Side vent modifications

Remove the vents from the dashboard. Modify the heater side vents and
ducting as shown, this will make them easier to install.

Dashboard, heater vent pipes, dashboard cowlings, instrument pods,
foam section

PARTS REQUIRED

Making a new heater to dash gasket, modifying the heater vent pipes,
fitting the dashboard '

OPERATION

Chapter 27
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RHVENT

HEATER BOX

._-
l

LHVENT

Fit the all the parts of the dashboard using the original screws. Fit the
accessory fuse box onto the blanking panel in the glovebox. Fit the
clock onto the base of the heater unit and connect the wiring to it.
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Fit the dashboard into position on the mounting points made earlier.
Check that there is not a gap between the heater and the dashboard. If
there is you will need to make a new foam gasket to fill the gap,
otherwise the de-mist vents will not work effectively. Connect the heater
vent to the heater and driver's side vent

METHOD
ii Dashboard

Check all the wiring in the vehicle functions correctly before you fit the
dash, as it is easier to fix now.

Connect the driver's side vent pipe onto the heater and connect the
passenger's side vent pipe onto the passenger side vent

Spray the top of the black bulkhead section with black paint, this will
make any gap between the dash and the windscreen seal less
noticeable.
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Tool kit, drill

Fitting the front seat belts and centre stalk, fitting the rear lap straps

TOOLS REQUIRED

SEATBELTS

OPERATION

Chapter 28
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Cut off lower
section of spacer

x

-8- c=JID
-------- DISCARD THIS SECTION

METHOD
ii Front seat belts

Place the reel inside the rear seat box section. Locate the reel mounti~
hole and secure the reel into position using a 7/16" UNF nut and the
lower support plate. Feed the webbing and the top mounting guide
bracket through the slot on the top corner of the rear sear box section.
Fit the plastic trim from your donor around the hole, make sure it does
not rub on the webbing by trimming it with a knife. Bolt the top mounting
guide bracket into position using a 7/1611 UNF bolt, upper support plate
and nut, don't forget to insert the modified spacer. Slide the loop in the
webbing onto the lower mounting bracket and hook the bracket inside

The spacer
located in the
top seat belt
mounting has
to be modified
on the
Quantum, this
is to stop the
mounting
bracket
rotating.

PREPARATION
Spacer modification

Front seat belts, centre stalk, rear lap straps 2-off, SVA support plates

PARTS REQUIRED



Note: specially shaped washer on top

SVA PLATE UNDER
, CENTRE TUNNEL

.':\,.\.....

Normal seat belts which pass over the shoulder are not recommended
for use in the rear of this vehicle. The reason being that the top
mounting point would be too low to meet regulations for an adult. If you
are going to carry passengers in the rear we recommend that you use
lapstraps, you will need to fit these anyway if your car is registered after
31/3/97 or it is having a 'Q' plate. The rear seat belts are mounted to the
rear seat side section and the floor pan behind the petrol tank. The
catch mechanism's mount onto the seat side sections and the adjustable
straps to mounting points behind the tank. Feed the adjustable straps
through the hole in the rear seat back. From under the vehicle, drill two
holes either side of the tank mounting point. Bolt the adjustable strap
mountings into position using a 7/16" UNf bolt, support plate and nut.
Insulate the webbing from the body where it passes through the hole in
the rear seat back using some titanfast.

Drill two holes for the catch webbing strap mountings in the rear seat
side sections and bolt them into position using a 7/16" UNF bolt, support
plate and nut.

the sill. Secure the lower bracket using a 7/16" UNF bolt and washer.
Repeat this process for the
other side. The centre stalk
is fitted on the floor centre
tunnel. A scribe mark on
the underside of the floor
pan will identify this
position, approx. 120mm
forward of the rear heel
board. Remove the carpet
and sound deadening so
the stalks can be mounted
directly to the floor material.
Using the specially shaped
washer to hold the stalks
inside the car, secure the
centre stalks into position
using a 7/16 11 UNF bolt,
support plate and nut.

iii Rear seat belts

100
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Tool kit, drill

FRONT SEATS

From under the vehicle drill through the two front mounting holes for
each seat, these are on the vertical lip in the floorpan. Place the seat
inside the car and bolt the front mountings in place, use large diameter
washers to spread the load. Slide the seat as far forwards as possible .
on the runners, make sure the seat is parallel with the sill. Drill through
the rear mounting holes on the runners and bolt the runner into place,
use a large diameter washer to spread the load. Repeat this process for
the other side.

METHOD
ii Front seats

Drill out the rivets holding the rear mounting brackets to the runners.
Discard the runner rear mounting brackets.

PREPARATION
Seat runner modification

Front seats, front seat runners, M8x30 bolts and large diameter washers

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQUIRED

Modifying the runners, fitting the front seat to the vehicle

OPERATION

Chapter 29
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PARTS REQUIRED

Repeat this process for the other

HOOD FITMENT

OPERATION

Chapter 30

PREPARATION
Header rail moulding - preparation

TOOLS REQUIRED

Tool kit, pop rivet gun, drill, material hole punch, 'popper' tool

Sand off any sharp
edges on the
moulding. Take a
hood locating shoe
and place this
centrally in one of the
.ClrJt outs, located on
the. front face of the
h.eader raiL Mark the
position .of the
mounting holes, drill
them with a 4mm
drill. Counter sink
the hole until an csk

. M4x10 setscrew will
sit level with the front
face. Secure the
bracket into position
using cou~tersunkM4x10 setscrews.
two locating shoes.

Fitting the softtop to the Quantum, before caryying out this operation
.lower the vehicle on it's wheels.

Header rail moulding, hood locating shoes, hood locating pegs,
. overcentre catches,. hood hooks,.hood hook plates, hood irons m9unting .
. brackets, hood irons, .popper set, pop rivets, M3 nuts & bolts, nl1f'!lber

plate screw caps.
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WINDSCREEN
FRAME

Lift the header rail moulding into
place and mark the position ofthe
.overcentre catches onto the .
windscreen frame. Remove the
header rail moulding~ .Drill an
8mm hole and secure the hood
hooks into place using the hood
hook plate and M8 countersunk
setscrews. Refit the header rail

moulding and adjust the tension on the overcentrecatches to suit

Drill the 4mill holes for the overcentre .
catches and secure them into position.
Use some M4x10 setscrews to do this, the
nut sits on the opposite side to the
overcentre catch.

104

Fit the hood locating pegs to the
windscreen frame; you should find
some scribe marks indicating their

" position. If you cannot find the
marks, position the header rail and
mark the position· of the locating
shoes onto'the windscreen frame., ..
Remove the header rail. Draw a
vertical centre line for each peg
and measure 22mm down to the
pegs hole centres. Use the
3.2x16mm pop rivets to hold the
pegs into position.

· ii Windscreen frame

Glue the 4.5mm thick rubber strip onto·the
front face of the GRP .

. moulding. Cut the rubber out
· where it covers the recess for
the locating shoes. Cut the

·.rubber as shown to
accommodate. the.seam on
the soft top material.~ ..
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iii Hood irons

The front hole for the
mounting point is already
drilled into the body tub.
Locate the hole for the
hood iron hinges, drill out
the hole to 5mm.
Temporarily fix the hinge
into position and drill the
other mounting hole.
Assemble the hinge as
shown and bolt it to the
body tub. Slide the longer
hood iron onto the hinge
and the shorter hood iron
onto the first hood iron.

iv Hood poppers

Drill through all the scribe marks on the body flange with a 3.5mm drill
bit. Pop rivet the male poppers to the body.

METHOD
v Hood fitment

Fit the header rail into position on the windscreen frame. Raise the door
windows to their top stops. Check that the door glass misses the header
rail when you close the doors. Trim the header rail if it catches. Fit two·
M3 bolts to each side of he header rail.

Secure the strap between the two hood irons and secure it in position
using the velcro fixings. Drape the hood over the hood irons and secure
it to the hood irons using the velcro loops stitched to the hood. Drape
the hood over the hood irons and position the hood so it is symmetrical
around the back. There should be a 5mm gap between the back edge
of the door glass and the hood rebate. Mark the position of the six
poppers between the boot hinges onto the hood material. Fit the six
female poppers to the hood 20mm from the edge. Remove the hood
from the header rail.

105
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Remove the
overcentre catches and fit some padded vinyl to the inside of the header

, rail to hide the edges of the hood material. Re-fit the over centre'
catches and fit some titanfast to the rear edge of the header rail.

He-fit the rear poppers and fit the two front sid~ poppers, maintain the
5mm gap between the hood and door glass. The top edge of the glass
should just tuck under the rebate in the hood. Fit the corner apex
popper to the hood, use sufficient tension here to remove any creases
from the back
window.

75mm

M3 BOLTS,/)
./

0(5 « '
o~

Mask off the
windscreen frame
around the header
rail. Applya
75mm wide band
of glue to the front
edge of the header
rail and allow this
to go 'tacky'.

Lift the hood material onto the header rail while applying considerable
tension to remove any creases in the material. Make sure that you have
a 5mm gap between the top rear edge of the door glass and the hood
rebate. Check that the door will not catch the material when you
open/cl,ose the doors. Release the six rear poppers and allow the glue
to set.

Lift the header rail
.away and rest it on
the boot lid. Fold
and glue the hood
material over the
front edge of the
header rail. The
seams in the hood
should line up with
the rubber gaps
that were cut out
earlier; .
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Use the two 3mm bolts to secure the two sections of cloth folded round
to the inside of the header rail. Cover the nuts using some number plate
screw caps. It is important to achieve a neat and tidy fold of the cloth
which should be pointed at it's end. You should aim to provide a
satisfactory mate with the door glass and this should acheive a
waterproof joint. Trim off the excess hood material.. Make any final
adjustments to the door to provide sufficient pressure on the hood when

the door is closed.

Once the hood is complete fit
some seal to the windcreen
frame. The seals comprise of
a rubber gasket and a strip of
velcro material. The seals will
require careful trimming at the
top most point to enable the
seal to tuck under the hood.
The seal should also be
compressed by the top edge of
the glass and the hockey stick.
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DOOR TRIMS
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Remove the original door panel fixing clips. Fit the armrest support
bracket to the door trim panel. Place the modified door panel onto the
door making sure the bottom edge of the panel is level with lower edge
on the door and mark the position of the armrest bracket onto the inner

METHOD
ii Door trim panels

Cut the original door trim panel across A - A as shown.

PREPARATION
Trimming the door panel

PARTS REQUIRED

Door trim panels, alloy section, donor inner door handle support brackets

TOOLS REQUIRED

Tool kit, drill, pop rivet gun

OPERATION

Chapter 31

Modifying and fitting the door trim panels
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TOOLS REQUIRED

Tool kit, pop rivet gun, drill
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BOOT LID
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ChaRter 32

OPERATION

PARTS REQUIRED

METHOD
Boot stay

Modify the boot
lid stay provided
by drilling out the
rivet and
discarding the
mounting
bracket. Rivet
the big head
supplied to the
boot lid flange
and secure the
stay. Fit the
lower end in the
channel, use
some Bostik
2639 to seal the
bolts to stop
water ingress.

Bonnet stay, boot lock barrel, 'e' clip, boot catch, boot striker mounting
plate, boot hinge covers

Fitting the boot lid stay, boot lock mechanism
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iii Boot catch mechanism

ii Boot lock barrel

File out the hole in the bootlid to
accept the lock barrel. Fit the lock
barrel into position without the
gasket ans secure into place using Viewed from the rear of the barrel
the large retaining IC' clip. It may
be necessary to trim the lower arm
of the clip so it misses the inner boot liner.

Hold the catch mechanism in position on the boot liner. Operate the
boot lock and make sure it operates the boot release arm. It may be
necessary to a piece of steel plate to increase the size of the catch
release arm, thus enabling the plastic lock arm to contact it. When you
are happy with the operation of the lock release mechanism, mark the
position of the three mounting holes. Drill three 6mm hole and fit the

~d15 em
Approximate measurements for the boot lid stay

Remove the 'C' clip which holds the lock barrel together. Remove the
plastic arm and refit it in the position shown in the diagram. The plastic
lever will now act directly on the
catch mechanism when the key is
turned clockwise. Note: the plastic
lever can move freely almost 1/4
turn, it must be prevented from
doing so by applying Araldite
adhesive while holding it in the
position shown.
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The black wire connection to the switch can be found where the
passenger rear light wiring connections enter the main loom. Connect
this to your pin/mercury switch and run a earth wire from the loom to the
switch.

vi Boot light

Fit the boot light in the side of the pressed card side panels. Use the
original Fiesta wiring. The circuit is earth switched, this means it has a
permanent live to the bulb and the earth connection passes through a
switch. Mount the pin/mercury switch in a convenient place which allows
it to operate when the boot is opened.

TRIM 'C' CLIP

Viewed from rear~r

CUT OFF AND DISCARD

Black - earth switch wireRed - 12v permanent live
Brown - earth

Fit the boot hinge covers. Note
they are handed.

v Boot hinge covers

iv Boot striker plate

Fit the Fiesta catch pin plate qnto the
Quantum catch pin bracket. Climb into
the boot and close the boot lid. Get
someone to hold the boot shut so that it
is sitting correctly, fit the boot striker pin
into the lock mechanism and mark
the position of the Quantum catch
pin bracket mounting holes onto
the rear panel. Drill the four 6mm
holes and countersink them,
secure the bracket using four
M6x10 countersunk bolts. Check
and adjust the final fit of the boot lid.

Bighead nut plates and secure into
position using 4mm pop rivets. Ref! the
boot catch and check it's operation.

rl
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Tool kit, soldering iron, wiring tools

.~ ...~~.. , ."

. - ..~~ :::'.~ : .~~.~.: ,.'
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FIT NEW DISC - 6 - DISCARD OLD
AND ALIGN TO DISC
CUTOUT

BONNET

CUT AND REMOVE DIODE

Remove the metal control disc from the plastic gear wheel and clean any
traces ot grease from the plastic. Choose the correct sized Quantum
control disc and glue this in the same place as the Fiesta control ring

The rear wiper motor
control disc needs to be
replaced to operate the
headlamp eyelids.
Remove the diode which
bridges the two
terminals on the motor.
Remove the mounting
bracket from the motor.
Remove the rear cover
plate from the motor,
you may have to drill out
rivets on some motor
types. Release the
circlip which holds the
driveshaft in place and
draw out the shaft and
toothed plastic driving wheel.

PREPARATION
Rear wiper motor modification

Rear wiper motor,· eyelid mechanism kit, front indicator/sidelight units,
bonnet straps

PARTS REQUIRED

TOOLS· REQUIRED

Fitting the eyelid system, fitting the indicators and headlights, fitting the
bonnet onto the car, fitting the bonnet straps and connecting the wiring.

OPERATION

Chapter 33
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using Araldite. Note: The outer cut out in the control ring should sit in the
same position as the Fiesta ring cut out. Use some more Araldite to fill
the gaps in the disc, leave this to set for a few hours and then trim to
leave a smooth flat surface for the copper contacts to ride on. Make
sure that you have not left any glue on the metal control disc surface,
otherwise it will not work correctly. Refit all the part backs into the motor
body and refit the mounting bracket.

l -J

l J

/ M8 STUD CONNECTOR
WiPER MOTOR
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METHOD
ii Eyelid mechanism

Carefully study the
diagrams to identify
how the mechanical
system is assembled
to operate the
headlamp lids. There
are two different types
of motor fitted to the
Fiesta, the type of
motor you have will
determine the
dimension used to drill
the holes for the
threaded bar. Mark
the position of the
holes as shown and
drill the holes for the
bushes. Feed the
threaded bar through
the holes, fit the
bushes and loosely fit the
motor onto the end of the
threaded bar.

Fit an M8 nut and the M8
stud connector onto the
threaded bar. Fit the
actuating arm onto the
wiper motor shaft. Position
the motor so that the
actuating arm for the
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iii Indicator/sidelight units - fitment

Fit the bonnet back onto the car using the original nut and bolts.

I
.1

BUSH

BRACKETS SUPPLIES

Fit the wire retaining clips to the brackets on the eyelids and also to the
actuating arms on the threaded bar. Make some link rods approximately
150mm long to connect the eyelid bracket to the actuating arm.

Alternatively make some brackets from the galvo strip and laminate
these to the nosecone and them secure the indicator/sidelight unit to the
brackets using some self taping screws.

Tape across the lamp aperture with masking tape and carefully position
the lamp into the hole from behind. Note: the lamp if fitted with the
indicator to the outside edge. The lamp should now be stuck across the
hole, and will be held in the correct position. Apply a 1" bead of
Autoseal 130 acroos the top, bottom and side edges of the lens, when
the adhesive has cured remove the tape.

Fit an M8 nut,
actuationg arm and an
M8 nut to the other end
of the threaded bar,
align the arm with the
hole in the headlamp
pod but do not tighten
the nuts yet. Fold the
end support bracket to
suit and fit the plastic
bush. Bolt the bracket
onto the headlamp pod.

passenger headlamp eyelid will align with the hole for the link rod, mark
the wiper motor bracket mounting bracket holes onto the headlamp pod. 
Do not tighten the stud connector yet. Drill two 6mm holes and mount
the motor onto the pod using some M6x20 bolts, it may be necessary to
fit some washers under the bracket to keep the threaded bar straight.
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+

WIPER MOTOR

the diodes are

CONSTANT --oJ
12V LIVE

DIODE

~ ..

DIODES

HEADLIGHT
SIDELIGHT

Connect the wiring for the eyelid motor as shown,
needed to stop
the sidelights
operating when
the main beam is
flashed and to
stop the main
beam operating E.C\~Tr\ ._--

with the oS I DE"

sidelights. The
relay is usually
mounted on the
top of the
passenge front
wheel arch, just in
front of the
suspension leg.

Route the extended
wiring for the headlamps, make sure it runs close to the hinge point for
the nosecone. Cut off any excess wiring and fit the headlamp
connection plugs removed earlier, on the passenger side fit an extra
5amp wire to the white wire (main beam) to control the eyelid motor
relay. Connect the indicator and sidelight wiring, on the passenger side
connect an extra 5amp wire to the grey/black wire to control the eyelid
motor relay. Neatly tape up the wiring and secure to the frame and
nosecone.

iv Bonnet straps

v Nosecone wiring

Use a the diagram as a
guide and fit the cabes
to the nosecone using
some M5 bolts. Drill
through the frame and
.secure the other end of
the straps to the frame
using longer M5 bolts.
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We are now using a relay with alternative wiring pin numbers - here is a
conversion chart to assist in wiring the relay.

Old style relay pin number Latest style pin number

85 1

86 2

30 3

87 4

87a 5

11----
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vi Bonnet alignment and bonnet blocks

Make sure that you have connected the bonnet release cable and that
the bonnet release catch is working correctly. Adjust the bonnet catch
until the bonnet is fitting level and sits evenly side to side, you will see
that the edges of the bonnet stick out slightly from the body. To remedy
this we fit some blocks to the bulkhead which align with the hole in the
bonnet flange.

Place some masking tape behind the holes in the bonnet flange and
stick the plastic block to the tape in the inner most top corner of the hole.
Put some grease on the face of the block, close the bonnet while aplying
pressure to the side of the bonnet to hold it level with the body side. The
grease should have marked the position for the block, dril and fix the
block to the bulkhead using some self tapping screws. File the holes if
necessary to get a perfect fit. Repeat the process for the other side.
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Chapter 34 FINAL OPERATION/CHECK

QEERATION

Fitting the heater trunking and final check over/inspection

TOOLS REQUIRED

Tool kit, drill

PARTS REQUIRED

Heater trunking

METHOD
Heater trunking

Obtain a short length of 100mm outer diameter waste pipe from a local
DIY store. Split the pipe and reduce its diameter so it will fit in to hole in
the body, seal the pipe into position and attach the heater trunking to it
using Bostik 2639 and pop rivets. Drill holes in the wheel arch and from
inside the trunking, bolt it to the wheel arch.

ii Bonnet

Spray the bonnet black inside to make it look better

iii Electrical components

Check the operation of all the electrical components, check that all the
wiring is secured neatly and will not chaff against any moving parts.

iv Tightening bolts

Tighten all the engine, suspension, brake and steering bolts. The
suspension bolts should bw tightened with the vehicle's weight on the
wheels. Check the front hub nut is tight if it has been disturbed, i.e. new
wheel bearings. Check the wheel bolts and tyr pressures.
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v Brakes

Check all the brake connections for leaks. Check the the reservoir has
fluid in it and that the low level warning light circuit is operational. Check
that the handbrake is functiioning correctly. If the brakes are spongy
they may need to be bled further.

vi Engine

Check the engine oil level and all connections to the engine. Check the
gearbox oil level. Check the coolant level in the expansion bottle.

If you are starting a new engine for the first time, remove all the spark
plugs. Crank the engine on the starter until the oil pressure warning light
goes out. Refit the spark plugs. When the engine starts, do not allow it
to idle, hold it at 1500-2000 revs for 2-3 minutes. This allows plenty of
engine oil to reach all the components of the engine during this initial
startup.

Start the engine and check the ignition and mixture settings. Check the
radiator cooling fan operates at the correct temperature and that it is
blowing/sucking air in the correct direction. Check for any coolant leaks
from the cooling system.

Check the engine number and make it readily visible for the inspector
when you go to register the vehicle.

vii Tracking

Adjust the tracking so that the wheels sit parallel. Alternatively, if you
are unable to measure the tracking get it as close as possible as you
can and take the vehicle to a local garage later.

viii Headlights

Adjust the dipped beam angle to specification or take it to a local garage
with a beam tester.
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ii 50-100 miles

123

iii 600 miles

v 6,000 miles onwards

SERVICING

2-3 miles

Follow the Ford service schedule. Le. 6,000, 12,000, 18,000 etc services

Tighten all bolts through the bulkhead
Check torque on all suspension bolts
Check all safety related items, Le.seatbelts, seats etc.

iv 1,500 miles .

Change the engine oil and filter if you have fitted a new engine

Check the brake pipes and hose are not chaffing against anything
Check the suspension bolts and wheel bolts for tightness
Check oil, coolant and brake fluid levels

Set the tracking to paralell. Do not delay this otherwise you may wear
the front tyres excessively

Chapter 35
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Registration & SVA - 2+2. October 1999.

36. REGISTRATION & SVA
For registration and SVA (Single Vehicle Approval) you will be dealing with two separate
organisations. Registration is handled by the DVLA (Driver & Vehicle Licensing Authority), the
local office of which is called the VRO (Vehicle Registration Office), and SVA is governed by
the VI (Vehicle Inspectorate). The link between the two procedures is that the MAC (Minister's
Approval Certificate) is issued upon successful completion of SVA, and that document is
reqUired as part of the registration process - it is up to you to co-ordinate your timescales to get
the right bits of paper, to the right place, at the right time.

Common to all of your paperwork will be your VIN (Vehicle Identification Number, sometimes
referred to as a chassis number), which is the number issued from QSC in the following DVLA
approved format :

W2 XXX MM YY (Where XXX is your customer reference number, and MM YY is the
month and year of production.)

36.1. Registration
The registration process involves quite a lot of paperwork, in order to confirm the origin of the
parts that have been used to produce the 2+2, together with a visual inspection by an officer
from the VRO.

Contact your local VRO well in advance to check on the lead times for inspection - some
offices only do inspections on a couple of days each month, whereas others may be more
flexible. Some offices will send an inspector out to you, but if they do not come to see the car,
it has to be taken to them by trailer. The car can be inspected at any time when it is nearing
completion (untrimmed, for instance), before or after MOT and SVA

Remember - be patient with the VRO as kit cars are a very small aspect of their work, so they
do not necessarily deal with kit car paperwork on a daily basis. If you are confident of the
process yourself, it will help both you and them.

The following documents (all must be originals) are required to be sent to your local VRO.
Only items 1 to 4 are necessary up to the inspection stage, so it can be best to send all the rest
together once you are MOTted and MACed. To let the VRO know that you are confident of the
process, it is advisable to include a covering letter along the lines of "Please find enclosed ' ..
, I understand that the following documents will be required in order to register the vehicle .

11

1. Form V627/1

2. New body certificate (from QSC)

3. Invoice for Quantum kit

4. Receipt for the Fiesta (if available)

5. Form V55/5

6. Document V5 for the Fiesta (all sections)

7. MOT

8. MAC

9. Cheque for £180 payable to "DVLA (Swansea)" (registration fee of £25, plus 12 months tax)

1O. Certificate of insurance I cover note

Once they have all the documents, and have inspected the car, you should receive a tax disc,
together with your documents returned (all except the MAC and the forms). The V5
(registration document) will be issued from DVLA Swansea, so will take a few weeks.

Proof of use of at least two major components (the VRO has a criteria for this, and the DVLA
makes the decision from the VRO report) should lead to the issuing of an "age related"
registration number (Le. if a D-reg. Fiesta was used, a different D-reg. will be issued).
However, all other parts must be new - if other parts are declared as coming from another
vehicle, you are most likely to be issued with a Q-prefix registration. If you retain the Fiesta
donor aged registration you need to comply with the regulations at the time of manufacture of
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- - - --------------

Registration & SVA - 2+2. October 1999.

the donor. From the registration that the car is given, a 'cherished transfer' can be carried out
in the normal manner, if desired.

When you first get your Fiesta, check that the engine number is correct on the V5, to aid proof
that you used parts from only one vehicle (this is something that will be checked at the VRO
inspection). On a car of the age being used as a donor it is not uncommon for the engine to
have been changed without notification having been sent to DVLA. Make sure you send the V5
back to them with the relevant changes, whilst the document is still relevant to the Fiesta 
easiest to do when you send the V5 off to change it to your name.

Note on Q registration: I.f issued with a 'Q' plate you must conform to the law at the time of
registration. Le. you must have dim/dip, side repeater indicators, etc. Once issued, no other
registration can be transferred to the car, so it will always display the Q. If you were to sell your
2+2 in the future, this may be seen as undesirable.

36.2. Insurance
Arrange for insurance well in advance and make it start on the day you want to take the car for
an MOT test. Please phone Quantum first as we are able to arrange with a particular company
for a 'first time Quantum owner' discounted rate, even with a good rate for under 21 year aids.
As you will have no registration number at the time, cover is issued using your VIN.

36.3. MOT Test
It is perfectly legal to drive the car to an MOT station without road tax, provided that you have
pre-booked the test, and you have a current insurance documenUcover note. Make sure that
the MOT certificate shows the VIN in the correct format (W2 XXX MM YY), the vehicle make as
QUANTUM, year of manufacture as the age of the Fiesta donor and vehicle weight at 900kg.

36.4. Single Vehicle Approval
Send form SVA1 (which you can get from your local VI station), with a cheque for £165 payable
to "Vehic/e Inspectorate" to the address shown at the top of the form. Within a couple of
weeks, you should be contacted by your test station. If not, phone them and they will give you
a number to hassle the VI. The appointment is likely to be about 4 weeks from this time. At
this point you will not have a registration number or road tax, but can drive to the test as long
as the vehicle is insured.

Over the page figure 24-1 shows a completed SVA form. Most is obviously self explanatory,
but the following notes may be of assistance:

1. As discussed previously, this is your VIN, common to all documentation (W2 XXX MM YY).

9. This is the date (month & year) that you complete the build.

11. This information is used to determine the level of emissions testing to be used. If this date
is after 1992, the car will have to meet current emissions regulations both at SVA, and future
MOT tests. This will usually be approximately the date of registration of the donor Fiesta.

12. Axle 1 =700kg; Axle 2 =600kg; Gross = 1300kg. It is best to err on the heavy side in
order to meet the testing criteria, and these figures do not need to be too precise.

13. & 14. The figures shown are for a standard 1600 XR2, taken from Ford figures. If using a
different engine, you will need to source this data from manufacturer's statistics.
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On the information submitted we confirm that a vehicle, of a model listed above, being
manufactured specifically to accept door window glass from a doner vehicle, which is itself a

. previously type approved model, 'will (providing there is no evidence to the coritrary) be
deemed to comply \ltith the requirements in respect of the material being safety glass.

TEL: 01792454271
FAX: 01792 454 305
GTN: 1215271

10 October, 1997

We1combe House
91/92 The Strand

. Swansea SA I 2DH

Sep-1998.

VehiCle
Inspectorate

..........
AN EXECUTIVE AGENCY IN ~J Tl<E DEPAATMENT OF TRANSPORT

N RMaden

We accept that, due to door design, a larger portion of the doner glass is below the upper edge
of the door panel, thus requiring the door inner panel to be dismantled in order to reveal glass
markings.

Yours sincerely

Dear Mr Wooldridge

The Vehicle Inspectorate reserves the right to request additional evidence of compliance.

From: Nigel Maden

SVA1DOOR WINDOW GLASS QUANTUM SALOON, 2 + 2 AND H4 MODELS

Mr M Wooldridge
Quantum Sports Cars
Quantum'Works
Enville Street
Stourbridge
West Midlands DY8 3TD

Thank you for your letter of 27th August 1997. We have given consideration to your request
in respect of acceptance of the door window glass'as safety glass on the above vehicles
without visual confirmation of markings.

BUILDMNL.DOC
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If A
Please do not write above this line

I
4381987

I
r-------l r------------------------------------"1

6 Model: :: 2+ 11 :, •• L.. I~ ~ L 4

r------------------------------------,7 Type of : ::-Yl' Q I ,- :
BodyNehicle : (CNVCK..Tlow::. :

Is Wheelplan f2==AXL£==R,C:m==eoo~!L J

r------------------------------------,

19 Colour(s) !(.&iSle. ~6CR'Pn ON) I. L J
10 Seating Capacity IExclusive of Driver) :----3---------------:

I ,, ., ,

2 Taxation Class

4 Duty payable

Official

[]:
OlD12 Type of Fuel

13 V.I.NJChassisl IWfl VV II H'.J vv 112Frame No. lIN FUUII LA" ~ 1"'1 1 1

14 Engine Number IC(.(S~· A&:;:tAT 7 'Dl£f rrs"') 1 14

15 ~~I~~erCapacity I(£X.tc1C.T) 0tJ ISq,') 116

16 Revenue rT~~;--------r---ll~K:=g==~====r==118VVeight L l ..: . .

17 ~~~~~~n [~~~:~~[=~]~~:~]'Kg, 900 0 20

Day Month Year
Datefromwhich~

11 Licence is to run 7
(.nd Date :;,f F\egl$tratIOnJ

,---------------------------,
i ~Trot- i
~---------------------------~

Official
Use Only Recetot ~~~e

0 3 'lumtle'~=======~Nu~m::b~.r:::;:::;:======~=======
-Important In your own inceresCs, before compleling chis form. please readr---.

4

Ihe booklel V355 "The Firsc Licensing and Regislration of Moror Vehicles'L--1--I obrainable from Ihe Vehicfe Regisrrarion Offices:

0 5

1 Registration Mark I(Lt..t'1v£. &11 NIL') 12

f ~~-----------------------------1

, ~ ,L ~

~-------~ r-------~

3 Period of Licence : I 'L. :MONTHS :"... : WEEKS
Applied for L ..: L ::...: _

[I'ISS 10 1016

5 Make [~~~~~~] IQ \,(~ NftAM !I
I
I

Date of first
registration abroad

Is the vehicle new?
In either case, please write the last 2 digits of the year of the vehicle's manufacture in this box.
NOTE: If it is new, evidence of newness must be supplied in the form of a statement of vehicle particulars from the manufacturerlimporter. _ '" lr'\
If it is not new, attach an explanation of why it has not previously been registered. AnswerYES or NO ...~.~ ...

If the vehicle is constructed or adapted for the carriage of goods (this includes dual-purpose vehicles of the estate car type)
will it be used at any time to carry goods or burden (including samples) for or in connection with a trade or business
or for hire or reward? NOAnswerYES or NO ..

Answer Questions 19-21 where appropriate, if the vehicle is a goods vehicle exceeding 3,500kg revenue weight N /A
If the vehicle is a RIGID goods vehicle exceeding 12.000kg will it be used to draw laden trailerl51 exceeding 4.000kg revenue weightJ AnswerYES or NO .. ,.... .{.I.. ..

If the vehicle is an ARTICULATED goods vehicle exceeding 12.000kg revenue weight indicate below whether the
vehicle will be used to draw laden semi-trailers which have:-

Page 1

21 Is the vehicle a "GOODS vehicle exempt from the provisions of section 53! 1) & (2) of the Road Traffic Act 1988 N J,q

I
or is it a vehicle to which the regulations do not apply) AnswerYES or NO ......I" .....

'NOTE: Certain goods vehicles are exempt from testing. Exemption will apply only to vehicles that fall into the following categories:-

- It is exempt under regulation 44(1) (e) of the Goods Vehicles (Plating & Testing) Regulations 1988 because it is used on the public road by an order made
under section 44 of the Road Trattic Act 1988

1_· it is used on certain offshore islands exempted by regulation 44(2) or is a vehicle of a class listed in Schedule 2 (exemption from testing) of the Goods Vehicles
(Plating & Testing) Regulations 1988

- it is a vehicle outside the scope of the regulations (eg being a heavyllight locomotive or motor tractor within the meaning of the Road Traffic Act 1988,
but has an allocated revenue weighl). ,U" 01 'A C d> .d'1l'7\ c<<-

I SkjN.! F)1Y,7J riLL.. IN 7\.Ao"f"'-. NnMc 4- IN/UR..'->.JJ

j)E7111L5 /15 'IQ.( W/~f-1 TH£M 1'0 I1PPEfiIl.. ON

'{(Mil. VS eC415-rIb47iON {iXJcUMENT_~ P'm. n_ enmpl••• 'h. m~m of <ht• •==--J
I



Please complete ,n BLACK INK and BLOCK LETTERS or typewriter.
22 Name and Address of Vehicle Keeper

Please tick box to indicate Mr. Mrs. Miss or state other title in section below:

Trailer Weight

I 135

'Unincorporated Bodies
If registration is in business or association name.
please also give full name of person responsible
for vehicle.

CD CTRM VC

0 32 1'--- 133 0 34

Vehicle Class VEl

SVA I I

L- ---.J126

____________________________-.J127

f--------------------------------.I!! 28

129
---------------------------------;-(:;-Yo-u~,R::-.-,9i'":st-'.'7'ion--=Doc:--u-m-en-'-m-.-.'':""be-d':"".-I.-Ye-d-<-)·.!! 30

if the postcode is not entered in fulJ

L..-_O_ther TItle or Company name

1 II Mrs T T2 11 Miss I I 3 I
L-_+---l..-

Post Town

Postcode

Day Month Year
I

i 131CREDl
I I

Day Month Year
,

I 136SVAi

Address

Surname

Title

Christian or
other names
iin fulll

I

I
I

I

II
I
!I

I
I

DECLARATION To be completed in all cases.

I declare that I have checked the information given in this form and that to the best of my knowledge it is correct.

I enclose the duty payable (where appropriate);
a valid certificate of insurance (not the policy, receipt or schedule) or security in respect of liabilities to third parties which provides
insurance cover for the named keeper of the vehicle;
suitable evidence of gross/unladen weight (where appropriate);
a Form DLA404, MY182, MP81266, WPA442 or MHS330 (Disabled tax class only}.

I
Signature

In the case of a partnership. limited company or other legal entity, state capacity in which signed

Date

I
In the case of signature by a duly authorised agent. state full name and address

ADDITIONAL DECLARATION To be signed and completed as appropriate if the vehicle is to be licensed in the RECOVERY, GENERAL HAULAGE

I or certain other categories within the SPECIAL VEHICLES tax class. For SMALL ISLANDS VEHICLES (goods vehicles operating on certain offshore
islands) a declaration should be made on form V900 available at Vehicle Registration Offices [an operators licence must be produced].

RECOVERY VEHICLE I declare that the vehicle is constructed or permanently adapted for the purposes of lifting, towing and transporting a

I
disabled vehicle or for anyone or more of those purposes and has a revenue weight that exceeds 3.500kgs.

Signature

GENERAL HAULAGE VEHICLE I declare that the vehicle is constructed for haulage solely and not for the purpose of carrying or having

I
superimposed upon it any load except such as is necessary for its propulsion or equipment.

Signature

I SPEClAL,:,E:~~::',::.:::::::::::::,:,': h':""O", w,;,h< '''''''0' 3:i~::'::moo" <h, d,fio'<loo" 00' of <h' follow;o,

(bi showman's haulage 0

I (c) mobile crane 0
idl digging machine 0
Ie) works truck 0
(f) road roller 0

I [tick either (a}. Ib), Ic). Idl. Ie) or (f) as appropriate I

I NOTE: Any false statement may render an applicant liable to prosecution.

WARNING
When a vehicle is licensed in a particular taxation class there are limitations on the use to which it can be put without breaking the law.

I
Booklet V35511 "Notes about Taxation Classes", obtainable from Vehicle Registration Offices, sets out these limitations. A motor dealer
signing on behalf of a customer should draw this warning to his attention.

Page 2
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V627/1
Rev May 97

-------------------------------------..
IIA
I Driver and Vehicle B -It U 1.1: h - I I - R

Lil:en~ing Agency UI p Ve IC,e nspectlon eport

No

Present Registration Mark

Make GUANTU M
Model 2+2-
Colour (fax dQ:yi.) t3'red' Ild ¥JUtfui)
Taxation Class _...:;~-=L;;;;.,.g+-__~------
Year of Manufacture -\C=-"'C""U:..:.;f!.=l!..=£NT~'_).L._ _
Currently Licensed Yes 0

Telephone NumberI Daytime Telephone Number ----------

i I ~::e:~d~~~::~on by Applicant
I __'-'-Io-"-(,.f"-'e~N__'A"'_M_"'£'__4_'__..:...:.A_=J:jj)_=_=e.E=_::6:::..::~::._._. _

1 -

Forks

Frame

Wheels

Motorcycles

Major Components SeriaVID
Origin

Make of Receipts
(delete as appropriate) number

(Registration Mark
Vehicle Component * Yes/Noor New)

ChassislSub FramesIBody Shell 'til XXX MM 'Ii NaN QUANTUM 'fE:j...
Axles .......

Transmission -- "
Steering Assembly (tt.lSOl..' OONO~ )> fQf<TJ } '1£.:)........ RJz'Sl~ftTO<I

/IJ.:) ON £IVl;.W£/) I

Engine l4- (X¥\I OR. y'S

Suspension (front and back) /

I
I
I
I
I
I

II
I_~__--l.--_--l----_--L---_----L-----'

I A. Original parts not used (state below "hOW disposed)

*Receipts for replacement
parts must be produced to
support applications

I
I

B. Any other information I Additional Documents producedI (Retention of original Registration Mark may be considered but only if the details prior to alteration are held at DVLA.)

I
~ignature ~ate ----------- ~
l'The Particulars given above are believed to be correct to the best~~y knowledge.

I



I
I ..ear in which rebuild was completed?

"as the vehicle rebuilt by you ?

I not who carried out the rebuild?

I
I . Place of inspection, if different from overleaf

Iddress

I
1----------

I dditlonal notes or comments
Please include any backround information and further details which you may consider relevant)

I
I
I
II,
I
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I
I
I
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Chapter 37 INSURANCE COMPANIES

Many customers are surprised and delighted by the reasonable
insurance rates normally obtained on the Quantum. For example, an
XR2, can cost 50-70% more to insure than a 1600cc Quantum. We
recommend obtaining quotes from the following. Please mention you
obtained their details from Quantum Sports Cars We recommend
obtaining quotes from the following:-

Adrian S. Flux & Co.
124, London Road, Kings Lynn, Norfolk. 0553 691266 (Note: 10%

discount to Quantum Owners Club Members)

Footman James & Co.
Waterfall Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, West Midlands. B64 6FU. 021
561 4196

Hill House Hammond Insurance.
01733 310899 (Note: Good for under 25's)

Hyperformance Insurance. Garrick House, 161 High Street, Hampton,
Middlesex. TW121NL 0181 941 7552/5545

Osborne & Sons. 2 Rose Hill, Sutton, Surrey. SM1 3EU. 081 641 663
(Note: 10% discount to Quantum owners club members)

Graham Sykes Insurance.
16 Rolle Street, Exmouth, Devon. EX8 1NJ. 0395266621

Snowball.
162 High Street, Burton-On-Trent, Staffs. DE14 13E. 028331391

Marlow Insurance Brokers
01543 414224

Note 1: Discounts available for limited mileage.

Example -Footman James offer:-

35% discount for 4500 annual mileage
45% « »3000
55 %"» u 1500

129
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Note 2: If you obtain a competitive quote from a company not listed here,
please advise us so we can add them to the list.

IN TRANSIT AND BUILD UP INSURANCE

Footman James quote around £6.00 premium per £1000 value to cover
a Quantum being self built, including cover while being transorted home.

130
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Feb-1999 WPROOF.DOC

I

1. 2+2 Waterproofing (appendix 1)

1.1. Operation
The following section covers the sealing up of drain areas in front of the door pillars

1.2. Tools Required
Sealant gun and Autoseal 130

The areas in front of the door pillars shown below are water catchment and drain areas. The water can run down through the
hinges and gather in this area: The water then drains from this area through the hole just below the bottom door hinge.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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I
I
I
I

1.3. Preparation

1.4. Method

Some 2+2s may not have the water dams
(shown highlighted right) already fitted. If this is
so you will need to fit one yourself. Cut a piece
of rubber sound deadening or a piece of scrap
fibreglass to fit the area shown. Seal this in
place with Autoseal 130. If the drain hole below
the hinge has not been drilled then you will
need to drill an 8mm hole through into the
catchment area.(see arrow below)

To test the drain area, proceed as follows:
Tape over the drain hole below the hinge to
prevent any water escaping. Fill the area
behind the sill dam with water and check the
level does not drop. If it drops the water is
either passing down into the sill or seeping out
through the water dam. Dry the area off and
coat the inside with underseal or rubbercote.
When this has dried repeat the test. When you
remove the tape the water should flow out of
the drain hole.

••
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